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A numerical flow simulator that can accurately and efficiently compute on very large reservoir 
grids is an important tool for integrating engineering data in the reservoir characterization 
workflow. This workflow process is routinely used to generate large reservoir models at the 
geocellular-level. Furthermore, such a simulator will allow both engineers and geoscientists to 
work on a shared model, which will promote data consistency within a reservoir characterization 
process. 
In this thesis, an accurate, efficient, and robust multiscale method for numerical simulation of 
multiphase flow has been developed using a multimesh computing method.* Pressure and 
saturation solutions are temporally and spatially decoupled. The pressure solution is generally 
obtained on a coarse-scale mesh with larger timesteps. The pressure solution is then interpolated 
onto the fine-scale mesh (which spans the boundaries of the coarse-scale mesh). The saturation 
solution is obtained on the fine-scale mesh to capture the fingering of the convective displacement 
front resulting from reservoir heterogeneity and unfavorable mobility ratio. The local saturation 
can be solved point-by-point (explicit calculation) or simultaneously (implicit calculation). 
However, in this work we used an explicit saturation calculation method. The multiscale method 
is most effective for modeling flow in highly heterogeneous reservoirs (e.g. highly channelized 
deep-water reservoirs or non-uniformly spaced naturally fractured reservoirs). The thesis work 
pertains to water-oil flow only, but extension to gas-oil-water flow is a simple extension.  
A compact-disc, containing the FORTRAN 90 code and the dataset used in this study, is 
attached.
                                                        
* The term “multimesh” (instead of “multigrid”) is used in this thesis to distinguish between the computation technique 
using multiple conformal volumetric meshes at different scales utilized in the thesis and a prominent linear solver 
technique, multigrid Dirac solver [Brandt, 1977; Brandt et al., 1982]. 
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 1.1. Motivation 
The ability to accurately and efficiently simulate fluid flow in highly heterogeneous reservoir 
models is becoming increasingly more important. As the world’s oil fields mature, significant 
incremental petroleum production is being sought via improved and enhanced oil recovery (IOR1 
and EOR2) techniques [Fayers, et al., 1981; Hamdan et al., 2005]. The increase in demand and 
price of petroleum has made IOR and EOR techniques very attractive. In fluid flow simulation, 
especially for IOR and EOR processes, accounting for the fine-scale features of the geocellular 
models is essential to understand the impact of various recovery schemes on the ultimate 
performance of a reservoir. As a result, flow simulation at the geocellular-level is recommended 
[King et al., 1999]. 
Accurate and robust flow simulators that can efficiently compute flow problems on very large 
computing mesh will enable engineers and geoscientists to work on a shared model, which will 
promote data consistency within the reservoir characterization process. Furthermore, one can run 
numerical flow simulations at the geocellular-level to evaluate the outcome of multiple models for 
various combinations of static and dynamic data scenarios. The comparison of results can help 
the user to identify important variables and to understand the interactions of various parameters. 
This will reduce the uncertainty in the related production forecasts, and should help the 
formulation of realistic IOR and EOR strategies for the future field developments. 
                                                        
1 Improved Oil Recovery includes waterflooding and immiscible dry gas injection. Also, it is known as secondary recovery. 
2 Enhanced Oil Recovery can be defined as exotic oil recovery techniques such as polymer-augmented waterflooding, 
surfactant flooding, alkaline flooding, miscible fluid displacement, immiscible CO2 displacement, CO2-augmented 
waterflooding, cyclic steam injection, steam drive, steam assisted gravity drainage, in-situ combustion, microbial 
enhanced oil recovery, etc [National Petroleum Council, 1984]. 
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 1.2. Background 
Conventional fine-scale mesh, finite-difference simulators, which adhere to rigorous calculation 
of flow variables, require a high computational overhead, mainly for solving a large number of 
simultaneous non-linear flow equations. Because of these computational hurdles, it is, therefore, 
impractical to use very large, high-resolution reservoir model to compute flow in complex flow 
problems. Building faster computers will provide part of the solution – at least in the near term. 
What is needed is a better computational technique that can decrease the computing time, and, 
at the same time, would allow the use of finer mesh to capture the details of the reservoir 
heterogeneity while retaining the accuracy of a conventional numerical simulator. 
To reduce the execution time of the conventional numerical simulators, flow simulation is 
usually done on an upscaled reservoir model [Mansoori, 1994; Christie, 1996; Wen et al., 1996; 
Renard et al., 1997; Farmer, 2002; Durlofsky, 2003]. However, most upscaling methodologies give 
credible solutions where only viscous force dominates and heterogeneities are minimal. 
Furthermore, many workers report limited success in upscaling for modeling 
multiphase/multicomponent flow problems when the physics are complex [Barker et al., 1997; 
Cao et al., 1999; Fincham et al., 2004; Lerdahl et al., 2005; Sablok et al., 2005]. Consequently, 
innovative simulation techniques to increase computational efficiency while maintaining physical 
accuracy have been an active field of research. Techniques such as streamline and multiscale 
simulations are currently at the forefront of such technologies. 
Streamline-based simulation has been studied by many workers over the years [Muskat, 1937; 
Muskat et al., 1948; Parsons, 1972; Bommer et al., 1979; Bratvedt et al., 1996; Batycky et al., 
1997; Thiele et al., 1997; Pollock, 1998; Donato, et al., 2003, Al-Huthali et al., 2004; Moreno et 
al., 2004]. Streamline simulators consist of two overlying grid systems: the first is a conventional 
3-D fine-scale grid while the second is a series 1-D streamline grids. The 3-D, fine-scale grid is 
used to solve for the system’s pressure. Subsequently, the pressure solution is used to generate a 
  3 
 
series of streamlines. The streamlines are used as the basis3 for a second set of 1-D grids, along 
which the saturation fronts are numerically or analytically tracked. However, despite being able 
to solve high-resolution grid problems efficiently, while reducing numerical dispersion and grid 
orientation effects, one cannot model complex physical processes and cross-streamline (traverse) 
effects appropriately. Furthermore, the mapping procedure from the underlying finite-difference 
grid to the streamline grids, and vice-versa, often is not very accurate and leads to material 
balance errors, especially for highly compressible and capillary dominated systems. For these 
reasons, streamline simulation is well-posed to resolve the first-order reservoir dynamics in fine-
scale geologic models, but not as a substitute for a robust, full physics, finite-difference simulator 
[Gilman et al., 2002; Ates et al., 2005]. 
Multiscale simulation using multimesh computing, which is essentially the intent of this thesis, 
is slightly similar to streamline simulation methods but without its limitations. Both methods 
decouple the pressure and saturation solutions. Specifically, each pressure and saturation problem 
is solved at an appropriate scale on a different computing mesh. The pressure solution is solved 
implicitly using a large timestep on a coarse-scale mesh using appropriately scaled reservoir 
properties. On the other hand, the saturation solution is generally solved explicitly with smaller 
timesteps using the geocellular-scale reservoir properties. Unlike streamline simulation methods, 
multiscale-multimesh simulation has minimal material balance errors even though computations 
are done on several meshes at different scales. This is achieved by having all computing meshes 
perfectly conform to each other (Figure 1.1), whereas in streamline simulation methods, the 
                                                        
3 Streamlines are the axes of the secondary 1-D grids. The cross-sectional areas of these 1-D grids are dependant on the 




Figure 1.1. Schematic shows multiscale 
simulation using multimesh computing 
where reservoir properties (left) and flow 
















here reservoir properties (left) and flow
 and transport 
(right) solution operating on different scales. 
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underlying configuration of the pressure mesh does not conform tightly to the streamline mesh. 
The advantage of the multiscale, multimesh simulation is very significant because it allows 
integration of more complex physics for flow problems while providing improved computational 
efficiency and accuracy for large-scale, highly heterogeneous reservoirs. Furthermore, the rock 
properties at the geocellular-level are kept at high-resolution. Thus, engineers and geoscientists 
can evaluate the viability of a carefully constructed geocellular model in terms of both static and 
dynamic parameters. 
 1.3. Literature Review 
Modern reservoir characterization is a multiscale data integration endeavor, where several 
disciplines provide information towards the construction of the reservoir model [Fontaine et al., 
1998; Fanchi, 2002]. The data include well logs, cuttings, cores, (geologic and engineering) 
analogues, 3-D seismic, well test and production information [Garrison, 1991; Majer, 2003; Yoon, 
1999; Rossi, 2000; Frenkel, 2004]. Integration of such data to characterize subsurface reservoirs is 
facilitated through stochastic methods [Srinivasan et al., 1998; Tran et al., 2001; Malallah et al., 
2004], deterministic driven methods [Hamman et al., 2003; Bornard et al., 2005], or a combination 
of the two methods.  
Multiscale simulation using multimesh computing decouples flow in the reservoir into global 
and local transport problems, allowing global total velocity to be defined at a coarser spatial and 
temporal scale, and the local total velocity is defined at a much finer scale. Local, fine-scale flow 
solutions are obtained by interpolation using the coarse-scale boundary conditions (e.g. flow-rates 
or pressures). Variants of this methodology with various synonymous identification (“multiscale’, 
“multi-resolution”, “nested gridding”, “subgrid”, “multigrid”, “multilevel”, “multimesh”, etc.), 
have been previously proposed [Brandt, 1980; Ramé et al., 1992; Guérillot et al., 1995; Gautier et 
al., 1999; Guedes et al., 1999; Audigane et al, 2003; Atan et al., 2005]. 
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Solving a large system of equations by decomposing the system into several computational 
domains in a multiscale context, and moving the solution and residual vectors through a sequence 
of successively coarser or finer mesh, is not new. Multiscale simulation techniques are extensively 
being used to solve computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems [Brandt, 1980; Brandt, 2001; 
Lee, 2004]. Specifically, Brandt [2001] shows the broad spectrum of scientific and engineering 
applications of multiscale simulation techniques. However, multiphase flow in highly 
heterogeneous porous media was not mentioned in the survey. Applications of multiscale 
technique for such problems require special treatment for fine-to-coarse scale coupling, especially 
for time-dependant flow problems. 
Ramé et al. [1992] presented a numerical method: “Operator Splitting on Multiple Grid” 
(OSMG), where the computing domain includes a fine-scale and a coarse-scale mesh, both of 
which cover the entire computational domain. The pressure on the coarse-scale mesh is solved by 
a fourth-order finite-element method based on the Hermite cubic basis functions. This solution is 
then projected by an interpolation procedure, assisted by spline-fitting schemes to smooth out the 
oscillating effect, to the fine-scale mesh. The pressure equations were obtained using a large 
timestep, and the saturation and transport solutions were solved using smaller timesteps. Two 
simple 2-D, incompressible, single-phase, miscible flow (e.g., blue water vs. red water mixing), 
with a unit mobility ratio examples were presented. 
Hermitte et al. [1993] presented a numerical method: “Scheme for Local Refinement 
Techniques” (SLRT) to approximate fluxes for local grid refinement (LGR) applications. The 
computing mesh for SLRT consists of regular mesh and composite mesh. The regular mesh is a 
coarse-scale cell where there is no mesh refinement. The composite mesh is where a coarse cell is 
subdivided into a 3×3 fine-scale mesh. The flux approximations presented in this work are good 
for 3×3 LGR design only. Two, simple two-dimensional, heterogeneous, two-phase immiscible, 
incompressible examples were presented. 
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Guérillot et al. [1995] presented a dual-mesh method4, consisting of a coarse-scale and a fine-
scale mesh, as an interpolation scheme to populate the fine-scale mesh with pressure data, using 
the pressure solution obtained on a coarse-scale mesh. Each coarse mesh consisted of a 3×3 fine-
scale mesh. The pressure interpolation assumes constant pressure gradient between two points in 
the coarse-scale pressure solution. The focus is on agreement in the pressure solution between 
coarse-scale and fine-scale mesh, instead of flow rates. Three, simple two-dimensional, single-phase 
examples were presented using steady-state source-sink boundary conditions.  
Hou et al. [1997, 1999] presented a multiscale finite-element method where fine-scale basis 
functions were used on the coarse-scale mesh to incorporate the fine-scale reservoir description. 
Furthermore, these basis functions were used to reconstruct the fine-scale velocity field from 
coarse-scale flow solutions for different types of boundary conditions. A two-dimensional, 
incompressible, water injection example was presented, with zero capillary and gravity effects. 
Gautier et al. [1999] use a dual-mesh method5 in the context of streamline simulation. Similar 
to Guérillot et al. [1995], the method consists of a coarse-scale mesh and a fine-scale mesh. Each 
coarse-scale cell contains a group of fine-scale cells. The pressure equations of the fine-mesh are 
solved on each coarse-mesh cell, where it was assumed that (a) the pressure at the central fine-
scale mesh cell is known and equal to the pressure of the coarse-scale mesh, (b) the division of 
fluxes at the fine-scale mesh boundaries are divided equally from the coarse-scale flux, and (c) the 
well rate coming from each perforated fine-scale is constant and equally distributed6 from the 
coarse-scale well rate. After obtaining the pressure solution on the fine-scale mesh, a streamline-
                                                        
4 Authors refer to coarse-scale and fine-scale mesh as low-resolution and high-resolution grids. 
5 Authors refer dual-mesh as nested gridding. 
6 The fine-scale flow rate at the perforation is approximated by , ,
f c
w k w K lq q n= , where ln  is the number of perforated fine-
scale blocks within a coarse-scale block. Knowing the wellbore pressure and the fine-scale flow rate, the fine-scale 
perforated block pressure can be calculated using Peaceman equation [Peaceman, 1978]. 
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based method was used to calculate the saturations. The authors reported a ten-fold speedup 
when compared to conventional streamline simulation. Two 2-D and one three-dimensional, 
incompressible, immiscible, waterflooding examples were presented. 
Guedes et al. [2001] presented a multiscale simulation method for multiphase flow problems 
without using pseudo-functions. The method consists of a coarse-scale and a fine-scale mesh. 
Initially, effective absolute porosity and permeability7 for the coarse-scale mesh are computed 
using fine-scale properties. Coarse-scale effective relative permeabilities are updated at the 
beginning of each timestep based on saturation distribution approximated from fine-scale flow 
solutions. Afterwards, the saturation and pressure solution is solved concurrently at both scales. 
The pressure and saturation solutions for the fine-scale mesh were solved locally while the 
solutions for the coarse-scale mesh were solved globally. Adjustments were made to the 
saturations at the end of each computing cycle to maintain consistency between the two scales. 
Several 2-D waterflood examples were presented where gravity effect was included but capillary 
effect was neglected. 
Arbogast et al. [2002] used a mixed finite-element formulation to solve both coarse-scale and 
fine-scale8 mesh problems. Pressure equations were solved implicitly at the coarse-scale, where the 
saturation-dependant quantities were evaluated at previous timestep. Finite-element basis 
functions were used to calculate both the pressure and Darcy velocity in fine-scale mesh, while 
Green’s functions were used to correct the fine-scale pressure solutions. One, three-dimensional, 
waterflood examples was presented which included capillary and gravity effects. 
Audigane et al. [2003] extended Guérillot et al. [1995] dual-mesh method to include gravity 
effects and multi-well completions. Similar to Gautier et al. [1999] assumptions, the local fine-
                                                        
7 The method for upscaling permeability was not detailed. 
8 Authors refer the fine-scale mesh as subgrid scale. 
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scale pressure solutions were solved using the coarse-scale pressure solutions. The major 
improvements presented in this paper include: (a) allocated fluxes at the boundaries of the fine-
scale mesh from the coarse-scale flux using transmissibility weighting scheme, (b) calculated the 
well flow rate in each of the fine-mesh perforation using its well-index9, and (c) updated the 
coarse-scale effective phase transmissibilities to account for changing fine-scale saturation 
distribution for each time-step. After obtaining the fine-scale pressure solution, the saturation 
solution was obtained explicitly on the fine-mesh globally. The best results were obtained by 
using a local pressure solve method to compute the coarse-scale effective transmissibility. Two 
two-dimensional and one three-dimensional, waterflood examples were presented. Capillary effects 
were ignored. 
Sutopo et al. [2003] show that different timesteps can be used for the diffusion (pressure) and 
convection (saturation) flux calculation. That is, the pressure equations are solved implicitly using 
large timesteps while the saturation equations are solved explicitly with smaller timesteps. The 
timesteps used in the saturation equation should satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy10 (CFL) 
constraints for stability. The authors show that this time-splitting method is computationally 
efficient and give accurate results. Two simple 2-D waterflood reservoir examples were presented. 
One was homogeneous, while the other was a heterogeneous model. 
Atan et al. [2005] extend the dual-mesh method to naturally fractured reservoirs. Also, the 
authors considered gravity, capillary and compressibility effects. Similar to Sutopo et al. [2003], a 
time-splitting technique was used where the pressure equations were solved implicitly using large 
timesteps, while the saturation equations were explicitly solved with smaller timesteps to satisfy 
                                                        
9 The well flow rate at the perforated fine-scale block is defined as ( )well well,2 ,1 ,2 ,1w w w wq q WI WI= . 










Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) constraints of stability. Further improvements to the dual-mesh 
method include the approach for effective transmissibility updating for the coarse-scale pressure 
solution. Instead of updating the effective transmissibility using pressure-solve method [Audigane 
et al., 2001], good results were obtained when the effective transmissibility of the coarse-mesh 
system was simply updated using mobilities that were scaled using an explicit pore-volume, 
saturation-weighted averaging technique, computed from the fine-scale mesh. The effective 
absolute permeabilities were obtained using pressure-solve method; however, it is only computed 
once in the initial stage of the simulation. This allows the coarse-scale effective transmissibility to 
be computed efficiently and accurately to represent the effective rock and fluid properties at the 
resolution of the fine-scale data. A 3-D, heterogeneous reservoir example for slightly compressible 
water-oil was presented. Gravity and capillary were included. Dual-mesh simulation results were 
compared with commercial finite-difference and streamline simulator results. 
In a companion paper, Kazemi et al. [2005] presented the implementations of a multi-level 
fracture network in a dual-mesh simulator. Also, A perpendicular bi-sector grid was proposed as 
the structure for the underlying fine-scale mesh to capture the highly anisotropic behavior of the 
fracture networks. The dual-mesh method used was the same as the one by Atan et al. [2005]. A 
3-D, heterogeneous, naturally-fractured reservoir for slightly compressible water-oil flow was 
presented. Gravity- and capillary-effects were included. 
 1.4. Thesis Contribution 
This thesis promotes the use of an efficient and accurate multiscale simulator using multimesh 
computing for simulating flow in large, highly heterogeneous single- or dual-porosity11 reservoirs. 
                                                        
11 Dual-porosity, in this thesis, refers to reservoirs that have primary porosity from original deposition and secondary 
porosity from natural fractures. Flow in the reservoir principally occurs in the secondary porosity, while the primary 
porosity stores the fluid. 
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The computing domain can be similar to that of a high resolution geocellular geologic model. The 
multimesh technique, which is amenable to vectorization12 and parallel processing13, is a solid 
foundation for simulation of more complex flow problems in porous media. These flow problems 
include IOR and EOR processes. 
We have developed a research-level, multiscale, four-dimensional (time-space), two-phase flow 
simulator with improved physics using the multimesh computing technique. The following is a list 
of the contributions of this thesis: 
i. Multiscale simulator with improved physics 
The computation of the local flow solution (pressure and saturation) has been improved from 
the local boundary condition calculations proposed previously [Gautier et al., 1999; Audigane et 
al., 2003; Atan et al., 2005]. The new algorithm, which decouples the pressure and saturation 
solution in both temporal and spatial domains, has improved the computational efficiency and 
simulation results of strongly heterogeneous single- and dual-porosity reservoirs, including systems 
with compressible-and capillary-dominated flows. 
ii. Extension to fractured reservoir systems 
The multiscale technique was extended to simulation of naturally fractured reservoirs. Dual-
porosity related flow was modeled using counter-current transfer function for capillary and 
gravity dominated flow [Moreno et al., 2004]. The matrix-fracture flow interaction was computed 
at the geocellular-level. This allowed the correct modeling of flow using high-resolution 
characterization of highly-anisotropic heterogeneity induced by natural fractures. 
                                                        
12 Vectorization is the ability of the processor to run mathematical operations on multiple data elements simultaneously. 
Vectorization requires special vector (array) processors. 
13 Parallel processing is solving a problem with multiple computers or computers made up of multiple processors. The 
processors used for this type of computing can be of scalar- or vector-type processors. 
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iii. Tracer simulation for reservoir characterization 
Simulating and tracking the propagation of tracer within the reservoir will provide essential 
information to tune the fine-scale reservoir characterization. Tracking the convection front of the 
tracer by profiling time-dependant concentration profile at observation wells and record 
breakthrough times will validate the rock property distribution in the geocellular reservoir model. 
iv. Implementation of parallel computing 
The multiscale, multimesh research simulator has been successfully implemented for parallel 
processing on shared memory computers14 with 64-bit architecture. This shows that our technique 
is amenable to parallel processing and can easily be adapted and reap the benefits of parallel 
super-computing. 
 
                                                        
14 The multiscale research simulator have been compiled on a 64-bit dual 2.2 Ghz Opteron workstation, a 20-node RISC 
processors (SGI Origin) supercomputer, and a 256-node 1.6 Ghz Itanium 2 (SGI Altix) Supercomputer. Time on these 
supercomputers was generously provided by Marathon Oil Company. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL BASES 
 2.1. Introduction 
Multiphase flow in porous media is a multiscale problem. However, in conventional numerical 
simulation formulation, pressure (diffusive) and saturation (convective) equations are both solved 
at an identical temporal and spatial discretization level [Aziz and Settari, 2002; Mattax and 
Dalton, 1990]. Here, we will demonstrate that diffusive and convective processes dominate at 
distinctly different scales. Also, we will present numerical experiments that decouple the diffusive 
and convective equations at different temporal and spatial scales, while successfully replicating 
results obtained by conventional simulators simulating the high-resolution dataset. 
 2.2. Physical Bases 
The conventional equations used to describe fluid movement in porous media are based on the 
mass and momentum balance equations. An approximate replacement for the momentum balance 
equation in porous media, the Darcy equation, was used. Equations for single-phase momentum 
balance (equation of motion) for porous media was presented by Foster et al. in 1967. Starting 
with Euler’s equations of motion in a continuum, they derived a working expression for the linear 
momentum balance for a single-phase fluid, both for compressible and incompressible, 
homogeneous, porous media. Their derivation of the linear momentum balance was in terms of 
averages over the volume of fluid contained in an arbitrary, fixed control volume plus the average 
traction over the internal surface area of this control volume. These derivations resulted in the 
conventional governing equations of fluid flow for steady-state and unsteady-state compressible, 
Newtonian fluids. For transient flow, assuming density variation and low velocity gradients, the 
following form of the telegrapher’s equation was obtained, which describes pressure in space and 
















Eq. 2.1.1 contains two major flow components of fluid motion in porous media: 
(a) diffusion, ( ) ( )2 tp c k p tφμ∇ + ∂ ∂ , and  
(b) elastic wave, ( )( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 21 a tp v p t c k p tφμ∇ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ .  
Both components contain the term ( ) ( )tc k p tφμ ∂ ∂ , which is the compressibility or damping 
term. Conventional diffusion equation assumes that the elastic wave term is negligible since the 
propagation speed of compressional pressure, av , is assumed to be very large. While Eq. 2.1.1 
considers the flow of a single-phase fluid, the equivalent expression for the water-phase in a 
waterflood process (oil and water system) can be written as follows [Kazemi, 2005]: 
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Details of the derivation for Eq. 2.1.2 can be found in Appendix A (A.5). For two-dimensional 
radial flow, ignoring capillary and gravity, and assuming velocity gradients are small, we obtain 
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 (2.1.4) 
Eq. 2.1.4 contains three major flow components of fluid motion in porous media:  
(a) flow convection, ( )t w wv f r s tφ− ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ ,  
(b) pressure diffusion, ( ) ( ) ( )1w t r w wf k r r r p r s c c p tφλ φ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ − + ∂ ∂ , and  
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(c) elastic wave, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 21w t r r w p w wf k r r r p r k v p t s c c p tφλ λ φ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ − + ∂ ∂ . 
The term ( )w ws c c p tφφ + ∂ ∂  is the compressibility or damping component, which effects both 
diffusion and elastic wave components. The convection term relates to saturation change and 
frontal movement, the pressure diffusion term relates to a pressure pulse propagation, while the 
elastic wave term relates to acoustic compressional wave propagation in the fluid as a result of 
interstitial forces in the fluid. 
Each of these events has different velocities. The interstitial velocity of the convective flow at 


















=  (2.1.6) 
and tv  is the Darcy total velocity. 


















=  (2.1.8) 
                                                        
15 In field units, the diffusivity coefficient has units of square feet per hour [Lee, 1982]. 
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Eq. 2.1.8 can be integrated16 to obtain the classical radius of investigation for use in pressure 
transient analysis [Lee, 1982], 
 r tη=  (2.1.9) 








=  (2.1.10) 
It turns out that in porous media, the convective radial flow velocity in the bulk of the inter 
well volume is of the order of a few feet per day, the pressure transient pulse velocity is of the 
order of few hundred feet per day, and acoustic compressional velocity is of the order of several 
thousand feet per second.  
For example, let us examine a channelized model (Figure 2.1) that was subjected to water 
injection at 5,700 reservoir cubic feet per day for 30 days and, subsequently, a falloff test was 
conducted by shutting the well for the next 10 days. The analysis of the transient pressure 
behavior shows two radial flow regions: the slope of the first radial flow region gives a 
permeability value of 963 md with skin damage of 1.32, while the second radial flow gives a lower 
permeability value of 340 md with an improved skin of -1.59. Physically, the large permeability 
calculated in the early radial flow is due to the well being perforated in a high permeability cell, 
but in close vicinity to a very low permeability, non-channel zone. Therefore the first radial flow 
show high effective permeability with positive skin. As the pressure pulse travels further into the 
reservoir, the pressure gradient reflects the lower average permeability because of  very low  
                                                        
16 Integrating Eq. 2.1.7, 2 2 or2      dr r dr dt dr dt r t r tdt dr
η η η η η= ⇒ = ⇒ = ⇒ = =  
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Figure 2.1. Channelized reservoir with the location of the well  
 
permeability values in the non-channelized zones and the high permeability in the channels. 
Consequently, the sharp contrast between the channel and non-channel zones provide a false 
indication that the reservoir permeability has been enhanced around the wellbore in the second 
radial flow. 
Now, we map the propagation of the pressure and saturation surfaces. We can see that the 
pressure surface map (Figure 2.3) is established quickly, and the heterogeneity effect is diffused; 
except for the anisotropic nature of the pressure distribution. In contrast, within the same 
injection period, the saturation surface map shows the very limited saturation propagation, 
restricted to close vicinity of the wellbore. This is because, as mentioned before, the convective 
velocities that drive the saturation movement are relatively small. 
Location of well 
Channel 
Porosity mean = 25% 
Permeability mean = 1,273 md 
 
Non-Channel 
Porosity mean = 10% 




Figure 2.2. Semi-log plot of the falloff data showing two radial flow regimes 
 
The above injection shut-in experiment shows that the physics of flow requires a fine-scale 
computation mesh for convective flow to accurately capture the frontal displacement movement. 
On the other hand, the pressure diffusive flow, which is relatively less sensitive to local 
heterogeneities, can be calculated on a coarser computational mesh, which contains properties 
upscaled from the fine-scale gridblocks. Finally, the elastic wave component is negligible from 
fluid flow standpoint because the acoustic compressional velocity is extremely large compared to 
convective and pressure-diffusion velocities. The above observations are the reason we chose to 
obtain pressure solution using the global total velocity. The total-phase velocity field, in turn, was 
used to calculate saturations using the convective flow velocities.  
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Figure 2.3. Snapshots of pressure and 
saturation distribution throughout the 


























































 2.3. Mathematical Bases 
In the previous section, we argued that, generally, different transport processes operate at 
different scales. Here, we will present numerical examples that mathematically substantiate the 
argument. Thus, we discretized the previous problem at different computational scales, both 
temporally and spatially. 
2.3.1. Temporal Multiscale Discretization 
In conventional temporal discretization schemes (Figure 2.4), both pressure diffusion and 
convection calculations use the same timestep size. This approach has been generally applied to 
all solution methods. IMPES solution method requires the least computational effort per timestep; 
however it can sometime require unacceptably small timesteps due to numerical instability17. In 
fully implicit methods, a much larger timestep size can be used without causing instability in the 
numerical solutions. Nevertheless, fully implicit solutions are computationally expensive and 
introduce very large numerical dispersion [Peaceman, 1991]. For a two-phase flow in a 1-D 




D uf t f
V
⎛ ⎞Δ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ±Δ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠
 (2.1.11) 
where tu  is the total interstitial velocity and xΔ  is the 1-D grid dimension. The positive (+ ) 
sign applies to the numerical dispersion of a fully implicit solution, while the negative (− ) sign 
applies to an IMPES solution. All things equal, increasing the timestep dimension will decrease 
the numerical dispersion for the IMPES solution. On the other hand, fully implicit solution will 
                                                        
17 The stability of IMPES is governed by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. As an example, a simple 2-phase 
displacement, the CFL number is 'CFL w Pf tQ V= Δ where PV  is the block pore volume, Q  is the sum of the volumetric 
rates out of the block, and 'wf  is the derivative of the water fractional flow. To achieve numerical stability, the CFL 
number must be less than unity everywhere. 
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Figure 2.4. Conventional discretization scheme for temporal domain, where the pressure and 
saturation timesteps are the same 
 
Figure 2.5. Time-splitting discretization scheme for temporal domain, where the saturation 
timesteps are smaller than the pressure timesteps (i.e. split). This discretization scheme computes 
the pressure implicitly while the saturation is computed explicitly 
 
exhibit large numerical dispersion under the same conditions. 
To maintain a low level of numerical dispersion while computing at acceptable turn-around 
times, the partial differential equations of flow can be split into two separate PDEs: one focusing 
on the diffusive flow and the other, the convective flow. Both can be discretized separately using 
optimal timestepping scheme [Sutopo & Arihara, 2003; Atan et al., 2005]. The IMPES 
formulation was modified so that the temporal discretization for the pressure (diffusive) and 
saturation (convective) calculations have distinctly different timestep sizes. Thus, convective 
fluxes can be calculated using small explicit time-steps, satisfying CFL stability criteria, while the 




Figure 2.6. Plot showing the average pressure and water-cut result from simulation runs using 
time-split technique (Δtp= 50, 100, 200 days; Δts= 1 day) as well as conventional IMPES 
simulation run (Δtp=1 day; Δts= 1 day). The size of the saturation timestep is 1 day. 
Compressibility- and capillary-effects are set to zero. 
 
Figure 2.7. Plot showing the average pressure and water-cut result from simulation runs using 
time-split technique (Δtp= 50, 100, 200 days; Δts= 1 day) as well as conventional IMPES 
simulation run (Δtp=1 day; Δts= 1 day) for compressibility dominated system (ct=10-4 psia-1), 
with zero capillary-effects. 
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Figure 2.8. Plot showing the average pressure and water-cut result from simulation runs using 
time-split technique (Δtp= 50, 100, 200 days; Δts= 1 day) as well as conventional IMPES 
simulation run (Δtp=1 day; Δts= 1 day) for capillary dominated flow with no compressibility 
effects. The size of the saturation timestep is 1 day. 
 
Additionally, numerical experiments have shown that this technique works well for both 
homogenous and heterogeneous reservoirs with immiscible flow. Results for incompressible flow, 
where the viscous forces dominate (Figure 2.6) show good agreement in time-splitting technique 
compared to conventional method. Good results are obtained for compressible (Figure 2.7) and 
capillary (Figure 2.8) dominated flows. 
2.3.2. Spatial Multiscale Discretization 
Additionally, The spatial domain can be discretized at two different scales, similar to temporal 
time-splitting technique. Given a heterogeneous system (Figure 2.9), the calculated pressure field 
(Figure 2.10) and accompanying streamline (Figure 2.11) show similar patterns. However, the 
saturation solutions (Figure 2.12) show the effect of numerical diffusion when using a coarse-scale 





Figure 2.9. Permeability distribution on 
a fine- and a coarse-scale mesh; the 
coarse-scale mesh shows effective 
permeabilities that were computed from 
the fine-scale mesh using flow-based 
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Figure 2.10. Pressure contours for a fine- 
and a coarse-scale mesh; showing similar 





































































Figure 2.11. Streamline solutions on a fine- 
and a coarse-scale mesh showing the 
general shape and direction of streamlines 
on both meshes are similar; however, the 
streamlines on the fine-scale mesh show 
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Figure 2.12. Saturation distribution for the 
fine-scale mesh is showing the effect of 
local, fine-scale heterogeneities. The 
coarse-scale mesh does not have the 
resolution of the fine-scale mesh and has 



































































































































perform the pressure calculation on a coarser mesh with properly upscaled properties, while the 
saturation calculations should be performed on a finer mesh. 
It is not the accuracy of the absolute pressure solution that is important, but the accuracy of 
the pressure gradient or the flow velocities at the grid boundaries which is very important. 
 2.4. Conclusion 
Decoupling multi-phase flow into diffusive and convective forms leads to efficient computing, 
without loss of significant accuracy. In fact, this decoupling methodology has been proposed by 
Atan, et al. [2005]. In this thesis, we will show by numerical simulation experiments that the 
multimesh computing can be a robust technique for highly heterogeneous porous media with 
complex flow properties. Finally, we will show that one could use appropriate triple-mesh (Figure 
2.13) approach to extend the application to very large petroleum systems.  
 
Figure 2.13. An example of a three-scale computing grid using three conformal meshes. The 
model dimensions indicate the number of of cells in the i-, j-, and k-axes. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS 
 3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we introduce the elements of the Multiscale, Multimesh Finite-Difference 
(MsMmFD) simulator which includes (a) flow equations, (b) several scales of computation mesh, 
(c) inter-scale mass transfer terms, and (d) several simulator extensions. 
In Section 3.2, we develop the flow simulator equations using a multiscale, finite-difference 
formulation. The computation relies on explicit, updateable couplings between various scales. The 
couplings are flux-based mass transfer terms. Also, Section 3.2 describes various mathematical 
modules which form the building blocks of the multiscale computation for pressure and saturation 
at different mesh resolutions. 
In Section 3.3, we describe the MsMmFD algorithm and in Section 3.4 we present the software 
parallelization strategy implemented for MsMmFD simulation. 
 3.2. Mathematical Models 
In this section, we present several mathematical modules to solve for the pressure and 
saturation at every coarse- and fine-scale mesh, as well as the inter-gridblock mass transfer flux 
terms that couple the mathematical operations between various mesh resolutions. The 
mathematical modules include (a) pressure field model and solver, (b) inter-gridblock volumetric 
flux model, and (c) saturation model. Other modules include, (d) naturally fractured reservoir 
model, and (e) water soluble tracer model. Derivation of the mathematical formulation is 
presented in Appendix A. 
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3.2.1. Pressure Field Model and Solver 
The finite-difference equation for the pressure field (surface) is shown below: 
 1 well 1n n n nt wq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ + =G Cq , (3.2.1) 
where, 
 1 1n n nt t op
+ += ΔTq  (3.2.2) 
 ( )n n no o w w Dγ γ= + ΔG T T , (3.2.3) 
 n n nw cwoP= ΔC T , (3.2.4) 
 1n nR t t oV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ  (3.2.5) 
 ( )n nϕ ϕλ=T k A d , (3.2.6) 
 n nt ϕ
ϕ
=∑T T , (3.2.7) 
 n nrkϕ ϕ ϕλ μ= , (3.2.8) 
 1n nt o o op p p
+Δ = − . (3.2.9) 
T  is the inter-block transmissivity, γ  is the fluid phase pressure gradient, φ  is the gridblock 
porosity, tc  is the total compressibility, RV  is the node volume, μ  is the phase viscosity, k is the 
permeability tensor at gridblock interface, μ  is the fluid’s viscosity, A  is the cross-sectional area 
perpendicular to flow and d  is the distance between two adjacent nodes (Figure 3.1). The phase-
ϕ  is oil (o) or water (w). Subscript t  represents water and oil as a total entity. 
In 3-D, Eq. 3.2.1 forms a system of linear equations ⋅ =A p b , where 
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A p b . (3.2.10) 
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Figure 3.1. Dimensional information used for calculating pressure and saturation equations. 
 
A  is the coefficient matrix, p  is the node pressure vector and b  is the residual vector. Eq. 3.2.10 
is solved using either a Krylov subspace iterative method such as orthomin and conjugate 
gradient, or an algebraic multigrid (AMG) method. Linear solvers are discussed in Appendix B. 
 
3.2.2. Inter-Gridblock Flux Model 
The finite-difference equation for the inter-gridblock total volumetric velocity flux is: 
 ( )1 1n n n n n n nt o o w w w o w cwop D pγ γ
+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (3.2.11) 
where individual phase volumetric fluxes can be calculated using fractional flow as shown below: 
 tfϕ ϕ=q q , (3.2.12) 
where, 





λ λ=∑ . (3.2.14) 
The pressure gradients are calculated from the pressure solution obtained in Section 3.2.1. 
3.2.3. Saturation Model 
The finite-difference equation for solving the water saturations is shown below: 
 ( )1 ,well 1n n n n n nw w w w t R t w wf q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ + = Δ Δ +G Cq , (3.2.15) 
where, 
 1 1n n nw w tf
+ +=q q  (3.2.16) 
 ( )n n n w ow w of Dγ γ−= ΔG T , (3.2.17) 
 n n n nw w o cwof p= ΔC T , (3.2.18) 
 ( )1n ww R t oc cV p tφβ φ
+ += Δ Δ , (3.2.19) 
 ( )n nn n w ow wf λ λλ += , (3.2.20) 
 1n nt o o op p p
+Δ = − , (3.2.21) 
 1n nt w w ws s s
+Δ = − , (3.2.22) 
where 1nt
+q , is given in Eq. 3.2.11 and using Eq. 3.2.15, 1nws
+  is solved explicitly for each 
gridblock. Similarly, 1nos
+  is calculated for each gridblock using the following equation, 
 1 11n no ws s
+ += − . (3.2.23) 
Eq. 3.2.15 can be cast into an implicit form, which leads to a matrix equation involving 1nws
+  and 
1n
op
+  at all nodes. 
3.2.4. Dual-Porosity Reservoirs 
 Dual-Porosity Pressure Field Model 
The finite-difference equation for the pressure field in a naturally fractured reservoir is very 
similar to Eq. 3.2.1 and is shown below: 
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 1 1 well 1n n n n ntf f f tf fq β
+ + +Δ −Δ −Δ −Γ + =G Cq  (3.2.24) 
where, 
 1 1n n ntf tf ofp
+ += ΔTq , (3.2.25) 
 ( )nn n nf wf wf of of Dγ γ= + ΔG T T , (3.2.26) 
 n n nf wf cwofp=C T , (3.2.27) 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
11n n n n n nt f m f m of t f m f m
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w f m cwof cwom w f m w wf wm
n n n
o f m o of om
A p B




+Γ = − +






 n nf m R m f mVϕ ϕσλ=T k , ,w oϕ = , (3.2.29) 
 n nt f m t f m
ϕ
=∑T T , (3.2.30) 
 1nf f R tf t ofV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ , (3.2.31) 
 tf wf wf of of fc s c s c cφ= + + , and (3.2.32) 
 1n nt of of ofp p p
+Δ = − . (3.2.33) 
Γ  is the matrix-fracture mass transfer term, and A  and B  coefficients in the fracture-matrix 
transfer term, Eq.3.2.28, is as follows: 
 ( )n nf m t f m t f m m tmA t t cφ= Δ Δ +T T , (3.2.34) 
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 n nof z wfh L h= − , and (3.2.38) 
 n nom z wmh L h= − . (3.2.39) 
For tmt cΔ , 
 1nf mA ≈  and 0
n
f mB ≈ . (3.2.40) 
As a consequence, we can simplify the fracture-matrix transfer function term, Eq. 3.2.28, to the 
following approximation, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )n n n n n n n n n nw f m cwof cwom w f m w wf wm o f m o of omp p h h h hγ γΓ = − − − + −T T T . (3.2.41) 
 Dual-Porosity Inter-Gridblock Flux Model 
The finite-difference equation for the inter-gridblock velocities in naturally fractured reservoirs 
is shown below: 
 ( )1 1n n n n n n ntf tf of wf w of o wf cwofp D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq . (3.2.42) 
The pressure gradients are calculated from the pressure solution obtained from solving Eq. 3.2.24. 
 Dual-Porosity Saturation Model 
The finite-difference equation for the saturation surface in the fracture network of a naturally 
fractured reservoir is shown below:  
 ( )1 ,well 1n n n n n n nwf wf wf w wf tf f R t wf ff q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ −Γ + = Δ Δ +G Cq , (3.2.43) 
where, 
 1 1n nwf wf tff
+ +=q q , (3.2.44) 
  ( )1 1n n n n n n ntf tf of wf wf of of wf cwofp D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (3.2.45) 
 ( )wf wf of wf off Dλ γ γ= − ΔG k , (3.2.46) 
 wf wf of cwoff pλ= ΔC k , (3.2.47) 
 nw R wV τΓ = , (3.2.48) 
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 ( ) ( )( )m w f m om f cwom cwof wf wmw w o
om f w f m
k




⎡ ⎤− −= + −⎣ ⎦+
, (3.2.49) 
 ( )1nwf f R wf wf f ofV s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , (3.2.50) 
 1n nt wf wf wfs s s
+Δ = − , and (3.2.51) 
 1n nt of of ofp p p
+Δ = − . (3.2.52) 
The finite-difference equation for the saturation surface in the matrix blocks of a naturally 
fractured reservoir is shown below: 
 1n nw wm m R t wmV s tβ φ
+Γ − = Δ Δ . (3.2.53) 
where, 
 ( )1nwm m R wm wm m omV s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ  (3.2.54) 
 1n nt om om omp p p
+Δ = − , and (3.2.55) 
 1n nt wm wm wms s s
+Δ = − . (3.2.56) 
The matrix node pressure, 1nomp
+  is obtained explicitly using the following equation: 
 1 1n n n nom f m of f mp A p B
+ += + , (3.2.57) 
where the coefficients nf mA  and 
n
f mB  has been defined in Eqs. 3.2.34 and 3.2.35, respectively. 
3.2.5. Water Soluble Tracer Transport Model 
 Single-Porosity Reservoirs 
The finite-difference equation for the water soluble tracer transport model for single porosity 
reservoirs is shown below:  
 ( ) { } { }1 well 1n n n n ntr tr tr tr tr w t R t tr w trc f q V c s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ + = Δ Δ +G C Jq , (3.2.58) 
where, 
 { }1 1n ntr tr w tc f
+ +=q q , (3.2.59) 
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 { } ( )n ntr tr w o w oc f Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (3.2.60) 
 { }n ntr tr w o cwoc f p= ΔC T , (3.2.61) 
 n ntr d trc= ΔJ T , (3.2.62) 
 ( ) ˆ ˆn n nd wD sφ τ=T A d  (3.2.63) 
 { }( )1n ntr R tr w w t oV c s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (3.2.64) 
 { } 1 1n n n nt tr w tr w tr wc s c s c s
+ +Δ = − . (3.2.65) 
The dispersion coefficient, D̂ , is in ft2/day while the tortuosity, τ̂ , is dimensionless. For the 
purpose of this study, we assume that the tracer dispersion term is negligible, 0ntr ≈J , compared 
to the numerical dispersion. 
 Dual-Porosity Reservoirs 
The finite-difference equation for the water soluble tracer transport model in the fracture 
network is shown below:  
 ( ) { } { }1 well 1n n n n n n n ntrf trf trf trf tr trf wf t t trf wf trfc f q c s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ −Γ + = Δ Δ +G C Jq , (3.2.66) 
where, 
 { }1 1n n n ntrf trf wf tfc f+ +=q q , (3.2.67) 
 { } ( )n n n ntrf trf wf of w oc f Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (3.2.68) 
 { }n n n n ntrf trf wf of cwofc f p= ΔC T , (3.2.69) 
 n n ntrf d trfc= ΔJ T , (3.2.70) 
 ( ){ }tr R w trf tr trf trmV c c cτ τΓ = + − , (3.2.71) 
 ( )ˆ ˆtr m wm mD sτ σ φ τ= , and (3.2.72) 
 { }( )trf f R trf wf wf f t ofV c s c c p tφβ φ= + Δ Δ . (3.2.73) 
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The finite-difference equation for the water soluble tracer transport model in the matrix is 
shown below: 
 { }1n ntr trm m R t trm wmV c s tβ φ
+Γ − = Δ Δ  (3.2.74) 
where the fracture-matrix transfer term, ntrΓ , has been previously provided in Eq. 3.2.71, 
 { }( )1ntrm R m tr wm wm m omV c s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (3.2.75) 
 { } 1 1n n n nt tr wm tr wm tr wmc s c s c s
+ +Δ = − . (3.2.76) 
 3.3. Computational Algorithms 
The multiscale, multimesh computational algorithm has been schematically shown in Figure 
3.2 and summarized below: 
1. Initialization of the problem 
i. Initialize both simulation timers; set pressure (t1) and saturation (t2) timers to zero. 
ii. Initialize the fine-scale pressure and saturation field. 
iii. Initialize the inter-scale weighting function by obtaining a global fine-scale steady-
state pressure solution. For computational efficiency, for very large grid systems, 
we use block Jacobi iteration algorithm. For parallel processing purposes, block 
Jacobi iteration can be done by a red-black ordering scheme. 
iv. Calculate the effective properties for coarse-scale gridblocks. 
• Calculate effective static coarse-scale gridblock porosity and absolute permeability. 
• Calculate the effective dynamic coarse-scale saturations, phase pore-pressures, 
relative-permeabilities, capillary pressure, fluid properties (density and viscosity) 




Figure 3.2. Workflow shows the algorithmic sequence 
for Multiscale Simulation program. Spatial and 
temporal scales affect different components of the 




Figure 3.2. Workflow shows the algorithmic sequence for Multiscale Simulation program. 
Spatial and temporal scales affect different components of the workflow. Red numbers indicate 
the procedure steps. 
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2. Obtain global, pseudo steady-state coarse-scale pressure-field and subsequently, the 
coarse-scale velocity-field using large time-step, Δt1. 
3. Redistribute the velocities at the boundaries of each coarse-scale gridblock using the 
coarse-scale velocities calculated in Step 2 and weighting functions calculated in Step 
1.iii). 
4. Obtain the local, fine-scale potential-field18 and subsequently, the fine-scale velocity-
field within each coarse-scale gridblock using the boundary velocity fluxes determined 
in Step 0. 
5. Update coarse-scale timer, t1, with the coarse-scale timestep, Δt1. 
6. Calculate fine-scale mesh saturations using smaller time-steps, Δt2, constrained by the 
CFL criterion for IMPES or sequential approach. Update all fine-scale dynamic 
properties which are a function of saturation. 
7. Update fine-scale timer, t2, with the fine-scale timestep, Δt2. 
8. Check if fine-scale and coarse-scale timers are synchronized (t1 = t2). If it is, then go to 
Step 9, otherwise, go to Step 6. 
9. Check if the timers if the multiscale simulation has been completed, t1=t1-max. If it is, 
then proceed to Step 12; otherwise, go to Step 10. 
10. Update inter-scale weighting function for saturation-related changes. 
11. Update coarse-scale dynamic properties using pore-volume weighted arithmetic 
averaging technique. Go to Step 2 to repeat the next simulation timestep. 
                                                        
18 “Potential” field in most cases is equivalent to pressure-field. Sometimes the absolute values are inconsistent; however, 
the gradient computed for potential- and pressure-field is similar. 
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12. Multiscale simulation completed. Summary and log files are printed out. 
The following sections elaborate the sequences in the algorithm described above in further 
detail. 
3.3.1. Initialization 
Initialization of the simulator involves four steps: 
a. Initialization of simulation timers 
b. Initialization of pressure and saturation field 
c. Initialization of inter-scale weighting functions 
d. Calculating coarse-scale effective static properties 
The details of the steps above are described in the following subsections. 
 Initialization of Simulation Timers 
The simulation time for the multiscale simulator is being tracked with two timers: 
i. Pressure timer, t1, and 
ii. Saturation timer, t2. 
Both timers record the progression of simulation timestep in parallel, but at different temporal 
resolution. The pressure, t1 have coarse-scale temporal resolution (i.e. large timesteps) while the 
saturation, t2 timer have fine-scale temporal resolution (i.e. small timesteps). The simulation 
variables are synchronized at the end of every t1 timesteps (Figure 2.5). 
Both pressure (t1) and saturation (t2) timers are initialized to zero. 
 Initialization of Pressure and Saturation Fields 
The fine-scale pressure and saturation fields are initialized using the computation sequence 
illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
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The details of the computational sequence are as follows: 
i. Calculate the apparent maximum capillary pressure (Figure 3.4) 












⎛ ⎞− + ⎟⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ − −⎝ ⎠
, (3.3.1) 
where α  is a constant for capillary pressure calculation, ws  is the water saturation, wrs  
and orws  is the residual water saturation and residual oil saturation, respectively. The 
maximum capillary pressure for each gridblock is calculated by substituting ws  with the 








⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟= − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ − −⎝ ⎠
 (3.3.2) 
ii. Calculate pressure for each phase within each gridblock 
The pressure for each fluid phase is calculated using the following equation: 
 ( )datum datump p D Dϕ ϕγ= − − , (3.3.3) 
where pϕ  is the average pressure for phase-p in the gridblock, datump  is the pressure at 
reference depth, datumD  is the reference depth, D  is the depth of the center of the 
gridblock, and ϕγ   is the pressure gradient for phase-ϕ . Fluid phase can be water or oil. 
iii. Calculate the apparent capillary pressure 
The apparent capillary pressure within each gridblock can be calculated using 




Figure 3.3. Flowchart showing the computational sequence for initializing pressure and saturation 
fields. 
 
 c nw wp p p= − , (3.3.4) 
where nwp  is the non-wetting phase (in this case, it is the water-phase) and wp  is the 
wetting phase (in this case, it is the oil-phase). 
iv. Recalibrate the apparent capillary pressure if necessary. 
If the apparent capillary pressure calculated in Step iii is larger than the maximum 
allowed capillary pressure calculated in Step i, go to Step v; otherwise, proceed to Step 
vi. 
v. Recalibrate apparent capillary pressure 
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Figure 3.4. Capillary pressure curve generated at Step i. 
 







Figure 3.6. Initial pressure distribution along the vertical direction, showing oil zone, transition 
zone, and water zone. 
 
Set the apparent capillary pressure, cp , to the maximum allowed capillary pressure, 
-maxcp  
 maxc cp p −= . (3.3.5) 
vi. Calculate the saturations based on the apparent capillary pressure (Figure 3.5). 
The saturations can be obtained by rearranging Eq. 3.3.1 to solve for water 
saturation. The equation becomes 
 ( ) ( )1 cpw wr wr orws s s s e
α−
= + − − . (3.3.6) 
vii. Recalibrate the pressure for each fluid phase. 
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Below the water-oil contact, the oil-phase pressure is equivalent to the water-phase 
pressure. While in the oil-zone, the water-phase pressure is calculated using the following 
equation, 
 maxw o cp p p −= − . (3.3.7) 
After initialization, the pressure and saturation distribution along the vertical depth will 
look like Figure 3.6. 
Both pressure and saturation field will be initialized once all the gridblocks have been processed. 
 Initialization of Inter-Scale Weighting Functions 
The inter-scale flux-coupling weighting functions are initialized using the computation 
sequence shown in Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.7. Flowchart showing the computational sequence for initializing inter-scale weighting 
functions 
The details of the computational sequence are as follows: 
i. Obtain the fine-scale steady-state pressure field 
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Solve for the global fine-scale, single-phase pressures, p , at steady-state conditions. 
The compact finite-difference form of the pressure equation for this computation is as 
follows: 
 0t p qΔ Δ + =T , (3.3.8) 
where T  is a transmissibility tensor, while q  is a source or sink term (e.g injection or 
production wells, aquifers, etc.). 
If the reservoir system is large, this step will consume the largest CPU processing 
time as compared to the rest of the subroutines within the multiscale simulator. To 
increase computational efficiency, we can utilize parallel computation where the problem 
can be solved using block Jacobi iteration with a red-black ordering scheme. The block 
Jacobi iteration method was not integrated in this thesis. 
ii. Calculate fine-scale velocities at each coarse-scale gridblock boundaries 
There is two categories of coarse-scale boundaries, which is (a) gridblocks, and (b) 
well segments. 
Gridblocks 
Solve for the fine-scale velocities at each coarse-scale gridblock boundaries (Figure 
3.8) using the following equation, 
( )p= Δk A dq , (3.3.9) 
where q  is the volumetric flux tensor, k  is the interface permeability tensor, pΔ  is the 
inter-gridblock pressure difference, A  is the area perpendicular to flow and d  is the 
distance between gridblock centers. Again, viscosity is assumed to be 1 cp. 
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Figure 3.8. Three-dimensional schematic showing one fine-scale gridblock-gridblock boundary 
velocity field in relation to the coarse-scale gridblock 
Well Segments 
Similarly, solve for the fine-scale velocities at the perforations, by using the pressure 
difference between the wellbore and gridblock pressure (Figure 3.8) using Eq. 3.3.9. 
However, this time the transmissibility tensor, T , is defined as well index for the fine-
scale wellbore segment, while pΔ  is the pressure difference between the wellbore segment 
and the attaching fine-scale gridblock. 
 
Figure 3.9. Three-dimensional schematic showing the wellbore-gridblock boundary fine-scale 
velocity field in relation to the coarse-scale gridblock 
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iii. Normalize the fine-scale flux 
The inter-scale weighting function is a normalized fine-scale flux computed 
previously. The weighting functions are computed for both gridblock-to-gridblock (Figure 
3.10) and perforation-to-gridblock connections (Figure 3.11). 
The gridblock-to-gridblock weighting function is calculated as follows 




= ∑w q q  (3.3.10) 
where 2-interfacew  is the fine-scale weight vector for gridblock-to-gridblock inter-scale 
weighting function, 2-interfaceq  is the fine-scale inter-gridblock volumetric flux, and 
2-interface
2 1∈
∑q  is the summation of the fine-scale inter-gridblock flux at the interface of a 
coarse-scale gridblock. The term 2-interface
2 1∈
∑q  is equivalent to the coarse-scale volumetric 
flux, 1-interfaceq . 
Similarly, the perforation-to-gridblock weighting function is calculated as follows, 
 well well well2 ,2 ,2
2 1
t tw q q
∈
= ∑ , (3.3.11) 
where well2w  is the fine-scale weight for perforation-to-gridblock inter-scale weighting 
function,  well,2tq  is the fine-scale perforation-to-gridblock volumetric flux. The subscript w  
indicates that it is a well term. 
 Calculate the Effective Properties for Coarse-Scale Gridblocks  
Two types of coarse-scale effective properties are calculated: 
i. Static properties 
This data type does not change throughout the simulation. Static properties include 
(i) porosity, and (ii) absolute permeability. 
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Figure 3.10. Gridblock-to-gridblock flux weighting functions are calculated by normalizing each 
fine-scale gridblock-to-gridblock flux (left) by dividing each fine-scale flux with the coarse-scale 
gridblock-to-gridblock flux (right) 
 
Figure 3.11. Wellbore-to-gridblock flux weighting functions are calculated by normalizing each 
fine-scale well-to-gridblock flux (left) by dividing each fine-scale flux with the coarse-scale well-to-
gridblock flux (right) 
 
• Porosity; coarse-scale porosity, 1φ , is calculated using bulk volume weighted 
arithmetic averaging technique (Eq. 3.3.12). 
 ( )1 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bV Vφ φ
∈
= ∑  (3.3.12) 
• Absolute permeability; coarse-scale absolute permeability is calculated using global 
pressure-solve upscaling method. This method use the steady-state fine-scale 
velocities computed in Initialization Step 1.iii. Although other method in computing 




Figure 3.12. Summation of the fine-scale velocities at the interface of the coarse-scale gridblock 
(left) gives the effective coarse-scale velocity (right), which is being used to back-calculate the 
effective interface absolute permeability. 
 
have been found to produce better reproduction of the pressure and saturation field 
for highly heterogeneous system. This comparison will be detailed in Chapter 4.  
Conventionally, the effective coarse-scale permeabilities are computed at the 
gridblock nodes; the global pressure-solve upscaling method, on the other hand, 
calculates the effective coarse-scale absolute permeability at the gridblock interface19. 
This method recalculates the effective property using the global pressure solution, 
incorporating all the boundary conditions imposed on the reservoir. Since it accounts 
for the global boundary conditions, it will increase the accuracy of the coarse-scale 
effective absolute permeability properties. 
To compute the effective coarse-scale interface permeability; first, calculate the 
effective coarse-scale interface velocity by adding the fine-scale inter-gridblock volumetric 
flux at the interface coarse-scale boundary (Figure 3.12), 
 1-interface 2-interface
2 1∈
=∑q q , (3.3.13) 
                                                        
19 Conventionally, the interface permeability is the harmonic average of the adjacent nodes 
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where 1q  is the coarse-scale interface velocity vector, and 2q  is the fine-scale 
interface velocity vector. 
Second, calculate the effective coarse-scale pressure by pore-volume weighted 
arithmetic averaging of the fine-scale pressures within the coarse-scale gridblock, 









= ∑ . 
Third, back calculate the effective coarse-scale interface permeability using the 
coarse-scale interface velocity vector and pressures calculated previously using Eq. 
3.3.9 to solve for the coarse-scale interface absolute permeability, 
 ( )2-interface 2-interface 2 2 2pΔk = A dq . (3.3.15) 
ii. Dynamic properties 
This data type changes throughout the simulation. Dynamic properties include 
pressure, saturations, relative permeability, capillary pressure, fluid densities, viscosity, 
and total compressibility. 
• Pressure; coarse-scale pressure, 1p , is calculated using bulk volume weighted 
arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( )1 2 ,1 ,1
2 1
b bp pV V
∈
=∑ . (3.3.16) 
• Saturations; coarse-scale saturations, ,1sϕ , is calculated using bulk volume weighted 
arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bs s V Vϕ ϕ
∈
=∑ , (3.3.17) 
where ϕ  can be w (water) or o (oil) phase. 
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• Relative permeability; coarse-scale relative permeability, ,1rϕk , is calculated using 
bulk volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
r r b bV Vϕ ϕ
∈
=∑k k . (3.3.18) 
• Capillary pressure; coarse-scale capillary pressure, ,1cp , is calculated using bulk 
volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
c c b bp p V V
∈
=∑ . (3.3.19) 
• Fluid density; coarse-scale fluid density, ,1ϕγ , is calculated using bulk volume 
weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bV Vϕ ϕγ γ
∈
=∑ . (3.3.20) 
• Fluid viscosity; coarse-scale fluid viscosity, ,1ϕμ , is calculated using bulk volume 
weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bV Vϕ ϕμ μ
∈
= ∑ . (3.3.21) 
• Total compressibility; coarse-scale total compressibility, ,1tc , is calculated using bulk 
volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
t t b bc c V V
∈
= ∑ . (3.3.22) 
3.3.2. Obtain Global, Coarse-Scale Pressure- and Flux-field 
The global, coarse-scale pressure solution is obtained using large timesteps, Δt1. This is done 
by solving the following finite-difference linear equation at coarse-scale gridblock dimensions, 
 1 ,well 11 1 1 ,1 1
n n n n n
tq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ + =G Cq , (3.3.23) 
where, 
 1 11 ,1 ,1
n n n
t op
+ += ΔTq , (3.3.24) 
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 ( )1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 1n n no o w w Dγ γ= + ΔG T T , (3.3.25) 
 1 ,1 ,1
n n n





=∑T T , ,o wϕ = , (3.3.27) 
 ( ),1 1 ,1 1 1n nϕ ϕλ=T k A d , and (3.3.28) 
 rkϕ ϕ ϕλ μ= , ,o wϕ = . (3.3.29) 
The coarse-scale volumetric flux-field is computed using the following equation, 
 ( ),1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 1 ,1 ,1t t o w w o o w cwop D pγ γ⎡ ⎤= − Δ Δ − Δ +Δ Δ −Δ Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (3.3.30) 
where the pressure values are obtained from the solving the system of finite-difference linear 
equation, Eq. 3.3.23. in the form presented in Eq. 3.2.10. 
For dual-porosity system, the pressure and velocity flux solved above reflect the pressures in 
the fracture system. The interaction between fracture and matrix is negligible since the timestep 
used is large (i.e. the total flow into the matrix is equal to the flow out of the matrix). 
3.3.3. Redistribute the Boundary Fine-Scale Flux 
The interface fine-scale total velocities, -interface,2tq  at each of the coarse-scale gridblock 
boundaries are redistributed using the weighting functions calculated in the initialization Step 1-
iii, 
 -interface,2 -interface,2 -interface,1t t t= ×wq q ,. (3.3.31) 
where ,1tq  is the coarse-scale, gridblock-gridblock volumetric flux vector, ,2tw  is the weighting 
function for each fine-scale gridblock-gridblock connection at each coarse-scale gridblock boundary 
(Figure 3.13).  
The boundary volumetric velocity flux at fine-scale well-segment, -interface,2twq , is computed using 




Figure 3.13. Coarse-scale volumetric flux computed from coarse-scale pressure gradient (left) and 
the resulting fine-scale volumetric-flux after redistribution for a homogeneous system (right). 
 
Figure 3.14. Coarse-scale, well-gridblock volumetric flux computed from coarse-scale pressure 
gradient (left) and the resulting fine-scale, well-gridblock volumetric-flux after redistribution for a 
homogeneous system (right) 
 
 well well well,2 ,2 ,1t t tq w q= × ,. (3.3.32) 
where well,1tq  is the coarse-scale perforation-gridblock volumetric flux, 
well
,2tw  is the perforation-
gridblock weighting function for each fine-scale perforation to gridblock connection (Figure 3.14). 
 Capillary Dominated Flow 
In a capillary dominated flow, the fine-scale capillary component vector at the boundary of 
coarse-scale gridblocks is stored for dynamic updating of the inter-scale boundary conditions. This 
value, 2
nC , is computed using the following equation, 
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 bound,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
w cwop= ΔC T . (3.3.33) 
3.3.4. Obtain Fine-Scale Pressure- and Flux-Field 
The local fine-scale pressure field is obtain by solving the following equation (Eq. 3.3.34 for the 
fine-scale pressure field, ,2op . 
 1,2 ,2 2
n n n
t op
+Δ Δ =T R , (3.3.34) 
where, 
 ,bound2 2 2 ,2 2
n n n n n
t β= Δ +Δ − +R G C q , (3.3.35) 
 ( )2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2o o w w Dγ γ= + ΔG T T ,  (3.3.36) 
 2 ,2 ,2w cP= ΔC T , (3.3.37) 
 ( )2 1 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2b t b tV c V cβ β= ∑ , and (3.3.38) 
 ( ),1 ,11 ,1 1 ,1 1wR t oc cV p tφβ φ += Δ Δ . (3.3.39) 
Finally, the inter-scale flux that forms the boundary conditions, 2
nR , to Eq. 3.3.34 are a function 
of both fine-scale well-to-gridblock, well,2tq , and inter-gridblock, ,2tq , velocities flux computed at 
each coarse-scale interface. The boundary flux is 
 bound well,2 ,2 ,2t t tq= +q q . (3.3.40) 
After obtaining the local pressure-field by solving Eq. 3.3.34, the local fine-scale volumetric 
flux-field is computed using the following equation, 
 ( ),2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,2 ,2t t o w w o o w cwop D pγ γ⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq . (3.3.41) 
3.3.5. Update Coarse-Scale Timer 
Update coarse-scale timer, t1, with the coarse-scale timestep, Δt1 such that, 
 1 1 1t t t= +Δ  (3.3.42) 
The pressure-diffusion solution is implicit, therefore it can use large timesteps. 
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3.3.6. Calculate Fine-Scale Gridblock Saturations 
Using the volumetric velocities, ,2tq , calculated in the previous , step, solve Eq. 3.3.43 for 
saturation using small time-steps, Δt2, which is  constrained by the CFL criterion for IMPES or 
sequential approach. 
 ( )1 well 1,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,2 2 ,2n n n nw w w w t R t w wf q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ + = Δ Δ +G Cq , (3.3.43) 
where, 
 1 1,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
w w tf
+ +=q q  (3.3.44) 
 ( )1 1,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,2 ,2n n n n n nt t o w w o o w cwop D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (3.3.45) 
 ( ),2 ,2,2 ,2
n nn n
w ow wf λ λλ += , (3.3.46) 
 ( ),2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2n n nw w o w of Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (3.3.47) 
 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
w w o cwof p= ΔC T . (3.3.48) 
and the compressibility component is Eq. 3.3.38. 
 Dual-Porosity Reservoirs 
Eq. 3.3.49 is solved for the saturation in the fracture for dual-porosity systems. Subscript f  
indicates variables in the fracture network while subscript m  indicates those in the matrix.  
 ( )1 ,well 1,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,2n n n n n n nwf wf wf w wf t R f t wf wff q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ −Γ + = Δ Δ +G Cq , (3.3.49) 
where, 
 1 1,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
wf wf tff
+ +=q q  (3.3.50) 
 ( )1 1,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,2 ,2n n n n n ntf tf of wf wf of of wf cwofp D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (3.3.51) 
 ( ),2 ,2,2 ,2
n nn n
wf ofwf wff λ λλ += , (3.3.52) 
 ( ),2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 2n n nwf wf of wf off Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (3.3.53) 
 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
wf wf of cwoff p= ΔC T . (3.3.54) 
 ,2
n n
w R wV τΓ =  (3.3.55) 
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,2 ,2
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. (3.3.58) 
 ( )1 1,2 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,1 ,2n nf f b tf b tfV c V cβ β+ += ∑ ; (3.3.59) 
 ( )1 ,1 ,2,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 1
n n
wf ff R f wf t of
c cV s p tφβ φ+ += Δ Δ . (3.3.60) 
 Updating Fractional Flow Values 
After each saturation calculations, the fine-scale relative permeability values, ,2rfk , is updated 
based on new saturations. Consequently, the fractional flow values, ,2wf , are updated. The new 
updated fractional flow values will be used for the next step in the saturation calculations. 
3.3.7. Update Fine-Scale Timer 
Update fine-scale timer, t2, with the fine-scale timestep, Δt2 such that, 
 2 2 2t t t= +Δ  (3.3.61) 
The timesteps in the saturation calculations are smaller than the timesteps used in the 
pressure calculations, due to CFL constraints. 
3.3.8. Check for Fine-Scale to Coarse-Scale Temporal Synchronization 
If the fine-scale and coarse-scale timers are synchronized, i.e. t1 = t2, then proceed Step 3.3.10; 
otherwise, go to Step 3.3.6 to repeat saturation calculations.. 
3.3.9. Check for Simulation Completion 
If the timers show that it has completed the multiscale simulation, i.e. t1 = t2 = tmax, then go 
to Step 3.3.12 to wrap-up the multiscale simulation; otherwise go to Step 3.3.10. 
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3.3.10. Update Inter-Scale Weighting Function 
The inter-scale weighting functions are explicitly updated for capillary effects due to 
saturation changes within the large pressure timestep, Δt1. In capillary dominated flows, the fine-
scale velocity flux at the boundaries of coarse-scale gridblocks is updated for each pressure 
calculation. The n level capillary component vector computed in previous step along with n+1 
level capillary component vector is being utilized for updating this fine-scale velocity flux. The n 
level capillary component vector is calculated using Eq. 3.3.33, while the n+1 level capillary 
component vector is calculated using the following equation, 
 1 1 1bound,2 ,2 ,2
n n n
w cp
+ + += Δ ΔC T . (3.3.62) 
Updated fine-scale boundary velocity is computed using the following equation, 
 1 1-bound,2 -bound,2 bound,2 bound,2
n n n n
t t
+ += − +C Cq q , (3.3.63) 
where we subtract the n level capillary component vector from the boundary velocity flux, and 
then update the boundary velocity flux with a new n+1 level capillary component vector. This 
new boundary velocities will be used in the next local, fine-scale flow reconstruction calculations. 
3.3.11. Rescale Saturation and Saturation-Dependant Properties 
Before solving for the next coarse-scale pressure equation, the saturation dependant variables 
need to be updated based on the fine-scale saturation distribution. These properties include 
saturations, relative permeability, capillary pressure, fluid densities, viscosity, and total 
compressibility. 
• Saturations; coarse-scale saturations, ,1sϕ , is calculated using bulk volume weighted 
arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bs s V Vϕ ϕ
∈
=∑ , (3.3.64) 
where ϕ  can be w (water) or o (oil) phase. 
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• Relative permeability; coarse-scale relative permeability, ,1rϕk , is calculated using 
bulk volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
r r b bV Vϕ ϕ
∈
=∑k k . (3.3.65) 
• Capillary pressure; coarse-scale capillary pressure, ,1cp , is calculated using bulk 
volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
c c b bp p V V
∈
=∑ . (3.3.66) 
• Fluid density; coarse-scale fluid density, ,1ϕγ , is calculated using bulk volume 
weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bV Vϕ ϕγ γ
∈
=∑ . (3.3.67) 
• Fluid viscosity; coarse-scale fluid viscosity, ,1ϕμ , is calculated using bulk volume 
weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
b bV Vϕ ϕμ μ
∈
= ∑ . (3.3.68) 
• Total compressibility; coarse-scale total compressibility, ,1tc , is calculated using bulk 
volume weighted arithmetic averaging technique, 
 ( ),1 ,2 ,2 ,1
2 1
t t b bc c V V
∈
= ∑ . (3.3.69) 
These updated coarse-scale values will be used for calculating the coarse-scale pressure 
equations. Proceed to Step 3.3.2 for the next simulation timestep calculations. 
3.3.12. End Simulation 
The multiscale simulation is completed. The summary and log files are printed. Additionally, 
Tecplot files for 3-D visualization of the models are generated. 
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 3.4. Implementation of Software Parallelization 
The MsMmFD simulator has been written for parallelization on a shared memory processor 
computers using OpenMP standards [OpenMP Architecture Review Board, 2005]. The multiscale, 
multimesh computation concepts allow the flow computation of a large systems to be broken in 
such way that it is not only amenable to parallel computing, but highly scalable as well [Atan et 
al., 2005]. 
In MsMmFD, the parallelization occurs at three types of calculations; which is (a) calculating 
the fine-scale potential-field for flow, (b) explicitly calculating and updating fine-scale 
(saturations, relative permeabilities, mobilities, etc.) values, and (c) updating coarse-scale 
variables. 
Coarse-scale pressure field is normally solved on a single processor due to the smaller problem 
size. However, for slightly larger coarse-scale systems we can solve the pressure-field using 
parallelized Krylov subspace iterative methods using Block Jacobi schemes or parallelized 
algebraic multigrid methods, such as Scalable Algebraic Multigrid solver [Stüben, 2001] without 
heavy performance penalties. Figure 3.15 show the thread diagram of MsMmFD simulator for 
both scenarios described above. 
3.4.1. Solving Fine-Scale Potential-Field 
The local, fine-scale potential-fields of each coarse-scale gridblock are computed independently 
on each processor. Since inter-scale coupling  (inter-gridblock mass fluxes) have been solved for at 
the coarse-scale, there is no need to iterate to achieve convergence between adjacent local fine-
scale potential-fields. 
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Figure 3.15. Schematic showing the parallelization of threads 
during the simulator. Small coarse-scale systems can be solved 
without parallelization (A), while large coarse-scale systems 
can be solved using parallel iterative solvers (B) without 

























































































































































 Parallel scalability is easily achieved by avoiding iterating on the local solution. This is a 
clear advantage of MsMmFD over domain-decomposition methods20. 
3.4.2. Updating Fine-Scale Variables 
The fine-scale variables, such as saturations, relative permeabilities, capillary pressures, etc., 
can be computed explicitly and independently. Using OpenMP directives, these computational 
loops are effectively parallelized.  
3.4.3. Updating Coarse-Scale Variables 
Similar to the fine-scale variables, updating the coarse-scale variables can be done explicitly 
for each coarse-scale gridblock. Similarly, the computational loops are parallelized using OpenMP 
directives. 
 
                                                        
20 In solving the pressure-field, domain-decomposition methods and conventional algebraic multigrid methods require the 
solution for each domains to be iterated until a threshold is met. This iteration scheme does not allow parallelization of 
the aforementioned algorithms to be very scalable. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MULTISCALE SIMULATION MECHANICS,  
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS, AND DISCUSSIONS 
 4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we examine the accuracy and efficiency of the multiscale, multimesh simulator 
by interrogating various aspects of MsMmFD simulation mechanics. This includes (a) rescaling 
strategies and their accuracy, (b) multiscale discretization and inter-scale coupling schemes, (c) 
determining the accuracy of MsMmFD simulation for special flow applications, and (d) evaluating 
the performance of MsMmFD in parallel computing. To accomplish these objectives, several 
models were constructed and flow simulations were performed using the MsMmFD simulator.  
Section 4.2 examines the rescaling strategies to create consistent flow properties between the 
multiscale meshes, Section 4.3 studies the inter-scale coupling strategies and Section 4.4 looks into 
multiscale discretization strategies. Section 4.5 discusses special applications of the MsMmFD 
such as simulation of naturally fractured reservoirs and simulation of water soluble tracers during 
waterflooding. Finally, Section 4.6 discusses the efficiency and performance of computational 
parallelization. 
 4.2. Rescaling Strategies 
Before we look into the simulation results, it is important to understand the optimum 
rescaling strategy to generate consistent properties between various scales. Linear static 
properties, such as porosity and mass (or volumes) can be rescaled up or down arithmetically, 
using linear weighting functions. However, non-linear properties such as permeability, relative-
permeability, capillary pressures, and compressibility are problematic when it comes to consistent 
rescaling between scales. 
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Several methods have been proposed and have been successful in addressing upscaling of 
effective permeabilities [Durlofsky, 2003]. However, there is no method that is both practical and 
robust to upscale non-linear functions such as relative permeability and capillary pressures 
[Sablok et al., 2005]. 
In MsMmFD, the rescaling strategy of non-linear parameters is composed of two steps, which 
is (a) compute the coarse-scale effective permeability using appropriate upscaling technique, and 
(b) explicit updating of dynamic coarse-scale non-linear parameters (e.g. relative permeability, 
capillary pressures, compressibility) using volumetric weighted arithmetic averaging before each 
coarse-scale pressure-field calculation. 
4.2.1. Effective Permeability for Coarse-Scale Gridblocks 
Coarse-scale effective permeability is upscaled in two ways21; (a) local pressure solver upscaling 
method (Figure 4.1) and (b) global pressure solver upscaling method (Figure 4.2). The 
implication of using one method versus the other is discussed. 
 Local Pressure Solver Upscaling Method 
Local pressure solver upscaling method (LPSUM) solves the fine-scale flux given an arbitrary 
pressure drop in the local volume of interest and back-calculates the effective permeability of the 
coarse-scale volume (Figure 4.1). LPSUM is highly effective for upscaling models with simple 
permeability distributions; models with simple permeability distribution can include any model 
that have been distributed with uniform homogenous or uniform heterogeneous properties with 
short correlation length (Figure 4.3). Complex permeability distribution, on the other hand,  
                                                        
21 There are other upscaling methods, most notable is statistical-based (power-law based methods, or combinations of 
arithmetic and harmonic methods) but we did not investigate other statistical-based upscaling method because flow-
based upscaling method is far superior in accurately generating coarse-scale effective permeability than the statistical 
upscaling methods [Durlofsky, 2003]. 




Figure 4.1. Local pressure solver upscaling method (LPSUM) of a 3 x 3 x 3 fine-scale mesh: (A). 
To calculate the effective permeability in the x-direction, apply a pressure gradient to the 
opposing boundaries (B). Calculate the fine-scale fluxes and back calculate the coarse-scale 
effective permeability (C). Repeat in y- and z-directions. 
 
include models with non-uniform, heterogeneous distribution, with features that usually have long 
correlation lengths22 (Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.5. shows the comparison of water-cuts between MsMmFD and conventional fine-scale 
simulation, where the coarse-scale properties used in MsMmFD simulation is calculated using 
LPSUM. It shows that MsMmFD using effective permeabilities calculated using LPSUM give a  
reasonable accurate result for models with simple permeability distributions, however, local 
pressure solve upscaling will give inaccurate results for models with highly complicated 
permeability distribution. MsMmFD simulation is using coarse-scale effective permeabilities 
calculated via LPSUM. 
 Global Pressure Solver Upscaling Method 
For complex, highly variable permeability distributions, the global pressure solver upscaling 
method (GPSUM) will give a better estimate of the coarse-scale effective permeabilities. GPSUM 
                                                        




Figure 4.2. The absolute fine-scale 
permeabilities of a non-uniform, 
heterogeneous model are upscaled using 
global pressure solver upscaling method 
(GPSUM) to produce effective tensor 
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Figure 4.3. Single-porosity model with 
uniform, heterogeneous property 
distribution with short correlation 
length (Case B). Black lines are 



































































































Figure 4.4. Single-porosity 
model with non-uniform, 
heterogeneous property 
distribution  with long 
correlation length (Case 
C). Black lines are 
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Figure 4.5. MsMmFD 
simulation with coarse-scale 
effective permeability calculated 
using LPSUM for models with 
simple permeability 
distributions (left) and models 
with complex, highly 
heterogeneous properties (right). 
For consistency, both MsMmFD 
simulation use transmissivity-











































































































































































Figure 4.6. MsMmFD 
simulation with coarse-scale 
effective permeability 
calculated using GPSUM for 
models with simple 
permeability distributions 
(left) and models with 
complex, highly 
heterogeneous properties 
(right). For consistency, 
both MsMmFD simulation 
use transmissivity-based 
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Figure 4.7. MsMmFD simulation where 
the non-linear variables is explicitly 
updated give highly accurate results for 
compressibility dominated (left) and 









































































































Figure 4.8. Comparison of 
MsMmFD simulation with 25:1 
multiscale ratio using different 
inter-scale coupling method, 
transmissivity-based (left) and 
global flux-based (right) against 
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ulation results. 
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solves the global pressure-field and flux-field, given the boundary conditions (wells, aquifers, etc.). 
The global flux-field is then used to back-calculate the coarse-scale effective permeability tensor 
for each coarse-scale gridblock. Figure 4.6 shows that MsMmFD simulation with coarse-scale 
effective permeabilities computed using GPSUM give consistently accurate result. 
Unfortunately, the GPSUM is very expensive since it needs to solve the fine-scale global 
pressure-field. However, this is a pre-processing step that does not penalize MsMmFD 
computation efficiency. Furthermore, using GPSUM will ensure an accurate result, without 
concern of the property distribution type. 
4.2.2. Updating Coarse-Scale Non-Linear Variables 
The coarse-scale pressure-field calculations require non-linear variables (such as relative 
permeability, capillary pressures, and total compressibility) for each coarse-scale gridblock. 
Instead of generating coarse-scale pseudo-functions for these properties, MsMmFD explicitly 
calculates the coarse-scale relative permeabilities, capillary pressures, and total compressibility at 
each coarse-scale timestep by upscaling the fine-scale properties using volume weighted arithmetic 
averaging technique. 
The ability to calculate the effective dynamic, non-linear properties for each coarse-scale 
gridblocks using volume weighted arithmetic averaging is advantageous in three ways; (a) 
arithmetic averaging is computationally cheap, (a) updating individual coarse-scale gridblock is 
independent of each other, therefore it is amenable to parallelization, and (b) not using pseudo-
functions in calculations of coarse-scale pressure-field of which is known to be a flawed process. 
Using explicit updating of non-linear properties via weighted arithmetic averaging 
methodology, MsMmFD simulation produce accurate results for capillary and compressibility-
dominated problems (Figure 4.7) while retaining computational efficiency. Relative permeabilities 
are similarly updated for each fine-scale timestep. 
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 4.3. Inter-Scale Coupling Strategies  
The inter-scale coupling can be achieved by two means: (a) transmissivity-based or (b) global-
flux based. Transmissivity based (TnB) inter-scale coupling use normalized fine-scale 
transmissivity values as the weighting function to distribute the coarse-scale mass flux [Audigane 
et. al., 2003]. Global-flux based (GFB) inter-scale coupling, on the other hand, use a locally 
normalized global flux-field information as the weighting function to distribute the coarse-scale 
mass flux. 
GFB inter-scale coupling give better results than TnB inter-scale coupling at MsMmFD 
simulation with high multiscale ratios. The difference of the simulation result is not as obvious 
when looking at the production profiles (for multiscale ratio of 25:1, Figure 4.8 and for multiscale 
ratio of 400:1, Figure 4.9). However, studying the saturation distribution of different multiscale 
ratios, the saturation profile of MsMmFD simulation using GFB inter-scale coupling method  
replicate that of the fine-scale simulation. TnB inter-scale coupling give good result at lower 
multiscale ratio (multiscale ratio = 25:1, Figure 4.11), but the quality of the flux-field and 
saturation distribution deteriorates at higher multiscale ratios (multiscale ratio = 400:1,  Figure 
4.12). In Figure 4.12, dark-red circles indicate the failure of MsMmFD simulation using TnB 
inter-scale coupling. 
If the coarse-scale effective permeabilities were computed using GPSUM, then the global flux-
field has already been generated. It is beneficial to use this information as the inter-scale coupling 
method. 




Figure 4.9. Comparison of MsMmFD 
simulation with 400:1 multiscale ratio 
using different inter-scale coupling 
method, transmissivity-based (left) 
and global flux-based (right) against 






















































































































 4.4. Multiscale Discretization Strategies 
Multiscale discretization is expressed in terms of multiscale ratios23 (Figure 4.10). Increasing 
the multiscale ratio increases the number of fine-scale mesh within a coarse-scale gridblock and 
reduce the total number of coarse-scale gridblocks. For example, a MsMmFD simulation with a 
multiscale ratio of 25:1 means that each coarse-scale gridblock contain 25 fine-scale gridblocks. 
This means that given a multiscale ratio of 25:1, a problems with 10,000 fine-scale nodes will 
discretize 400 coarse-scale nodes. 
Small multiscale ratios will give better reproduction of fine-scale simulation results, as have 
been discussed in the previous section. Figure 4.11 shows the saturation snapshot for multiscale 
ratio of 25:1. However, it will lead to higher number of coarse-scale gridblock, which will cause 
computational inefficiencies in solving the flow problem. 
On the other hand, very large coarse-scale mesh will provide a smeared flow description and 
reduce the accuracy of the simulation result. Figure 4.12 shows the saturation snapshot for 
multiscale ratio of 400:1 with the red circles show the discrepancy in the results. However, using 
appropriate rescaling strategy and inter-scale coupling methodology as described in previous 
sections, an accurate fine-scale reproduction of the water saturation-field is achieved. 
 4.5. Special Flow Problems 
In this section, we will look at simulation result of special flow problems such as (a) dual-
porosity and (b) water-soluble tracer simulation. 
                                                        
23 For the purpose of this thesis, the multiscale ratio is globally uniform. 
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Figure 4.10. Case C with multiscale meshes with multiscale ratio of 25:1 giving a 20 x 20 x 1 
coarse-scale mesh (left), 100:1 giving a 10 x 10 x 1 coarse-scale mesh (middle), and 400:1 giving a 
5 x 5 x 1 coarse-scale mesh (right). The fine-scale mesh is 100 x 100 x 1. 
  
Figure 4.11. Snapshots of Case C with multiscale ratio of 25:1, showing water saturation 30 
percent PVI of waterflood for conventional fine-scale simulation (left), MsMmFD simulation using 
transmissivity-based inter-scale coupling (middle), and global-flux based inter-scale coupling. 
 
Figure 4.12. Snapshots of Case C with multiscale ratio of 400:1, showing water saturation after 30 
percent PVI of waterflood for conventional fine-scale simulation (left), MsMmFD simulation using 
transmissivity-based inter-scale coupling (middle), and global-flux based inter-scale coupling 
(right). Dark red circles show discrepancy in the saturation profiles for MsMmFD simulation 




4.5.1. Dual Porosity 
MsMmFD simulation show good agreement to the conventional fine-scale simulation results 
(Figure 4.13). The computation efficiency of MsMmFD simulation is evident. The runtimes for 
MsMmFD is about half of the conventional fine-scale runtimes. This is because conventional fine-
scale simulation with single-level temporal and spatial discretization spends more time calculating 
the pressure-field solution as compared to MsMmFD simulation. The cumulative elapsed time for 
saturation calculations is equivalent due to similar saturation timestep size. 
 
Figure 4.13. Comparison of water-cut (left) and recovery factor (right) between fine-scale to 
MsMmFD simulation run. 
 
Figure 4.14. Comparison of simulation runtimes between conventional fine-scale simulation and 
MsMmFD simulation. 
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4.5.2. Water Soluble Tracers 
The result of MsMmFD simulation for water soluble tracer is shown in Figure 4.15, for an 
injector-producer pair and Figure 4.16, for a injector with three producer configuration. A water 
soluble tracer is injected for a period of 50 days during the waterflood. This creates a tracer slug 
that travels through the reservoir. We track the arrival and the concentration of the tracer at the 
production well and use this information to interpret the flow direction and validate the property 
distribution within the reservoir model. Simulation results show very good agreement between 
MsMmFD and conventional flow simulation. 
 4.6. Computing Efficiency and Parallelization 
In this section we look at the computing efficiency of MsMmFD and the impact of 
parallelization of the software code. 
4.6.1. Computing Efficiency 
To investigate the efficiency of MsMmFD method, we compare it with the conventional single-
mesh calculation as well as against the industry’s standard flow simulator: Schlumberger’s Eclipse 
100. We modified Eclipse simulation run so that the timestep sizes is similar to the one used in 
our simulator. 
The result, in Figure 4.17, show that using a single CPU node, MsMmFD technique is about 
twice as fast as a single-mesh conventional technique. It is about at least four times faster than a 
similar Eclipse simulation (e.g. Case C: MsMmFD with multiscale ratio of 25:1 takes 20 minutes 
to complete as compared to Eclipse simulation, which takes about 80 minutes to complete). 
Figure 4.17 highlights the impact of multiscale discretization, which is expressed in terms of 
multiscale ratios. Increasing the multiscale ratio will reduce the number of coarse-scale nodes, and 
the runtime required to solve for the coarse-scale pressure field. However, if the overall size of the 




Figure 4.15. Comparison of  tracer concentration profile between single-mesh and MsMmFD 
simulation for a single injector-producer pair. 
 
Figure 4.16. MsMmFD simulation with three-producers. The tracer concentration breakthrough 
and peak of each well is related to the preferential flow and the distance between the injector and 
the producer pair. 
 
is more than that is required to solve for the coarse-scale pressure-field, the efficiency of 
MsMmFD will suffer. 
It is evident in Figure 4.17 that the efficiency of MsMmFD suffers when the multiscale ratio is 
increased. With an increased multiscale ratio, the number of coarse-scale mesh is reduced.  
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Figure 4.17. Comparison of runtimes required for different simulation techniques to simulate Case 
C and Case H for 20,000 days. Simulation was conducted using a single CPU node on a 64-bit 
SGI Altix compute server. 
 
Figure 4.18. Comparison of runtimes required for MsMmFD simulation to simulate Case C and 
Case H for 20,000 days on various CPU combination. Simulation was conducted on a 64-bit SGI 
Altix compute server. 
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Because the problem size for Case C is relatively small (10,000 nodes), the impact of solving a 
smaller global coarse-mesh pressure-field is overcome by the increased. But with larger systems,  
for example Case H with 100,000 nodes, there is a slight positive impact of larger multiscale ratio 
for MsMmFD calculations (Figure 4.18) 
4.6.2. Parallelization 
For the purpose of investigating the efficiency of parallel computing, we tested MsMmFD 
simulation using a 3-D channel sand model (Figure 4.19). The dimension of the channels are such 
that the widths of the channels are composed of at least three fine-scale grid, but quite small 
when compared to the coarse-scale grid. The model is comprised of 100 x 100 x 10 fine-scale 
gridblocks, where each gridblocks is measured at 50 ft x 50 ft x 5 ft. 
A pair of injection-production wells is placed at [i=13,j=22] and [i=82,j=78] location to model 
a quarter 5-spot pattern. The perforation interval for both wells was the entire model thickness. 
The model is initialized to an average reservoir pressure of 3,500 psia. The injection well is 
controlled by reservoir rate (5,700 ft3/day) while the production well is controlled by bottom-hole-
pressure (3,400 psia). In both wells, the whole interval is perforated with no skin damage. 
We tested three combination of MsMmFD computing [Atan et. al., 2006]: 
i. Single-spatial, Dual-temporal (SSDT) 
ii. Dual-spatial, Single-temporal (DSST) 
iii. Dual-spatial, Dual-temporal (DSDT) 
Single-spatial, dual-temporal (SSDT) describes a simulation where there is only a single-scale 
mesh, whereas the timestepping is discretized into two-scale timesteps, a large Δt1 for calculating 
flow/pressure solutions while a smaller Δt2 for calculating transport/saturation solution. Dual-
spatial, single-temporal is where dual-scale exists in space, while only a single discretization scale  
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Figure 4.19. Channelized model with highly contrasting rock properties. The channels in this 
model have smaller dimensions than the dimensions of the coarse-scale grids. The model contains 
100 x 100 x 10 fine-scale nodes, with 20 x 20 x 1 coarse-scale nodes. The multiscale ratio is 250:1. 
 
in time. The maximum timestep is limited to the systems CFL number. Dual-spatial, dual-
temporal is a multiscale simulation where a dual-scale discretization exist in both time and space. 
 Single-Spatial, Dual Temporal (SSDT). 
Since we did not use a parallelized version of a sparse-matrix solver, we did not achieve a good 
scaleup of the computing time when running the multiscale with SSDT combination. The explicit 
saturation solves ideally scales until about 12 CPUs, where it starts to reach the optimum thread 





 Dual-Spatial, Single-Temporal (DSST) 
Total CPU time for solving pressure equations is scaling well in this combination. Looking at 
the total CPU for the whole simulation runs, it looks like this combination gives the best CPU 
scaling to the flow and transport problem (Figure 4.21). 
 Dual-Spatial, Dual-Temporal (DSDT) 
Similar to DSST-scheme, the CPU time for solving the pressure equation is scaling well. 
However, the saturation solve time is significant enough that it effects the final scaling for the 
total system (Figure 4.22) 
 Discussion on the Impact of Performance to Multiscale Discretization 
However, if we compare the total CPU time between SSDT, DSST, and DSDT combinations, 
the least CPU time is the DSDT multiscale combination (Figure 4.23). Even though it scales 
relatively poor as compared to DSST combination, the lower total pressure solution time helps in 
making DSDT a better multiscale solution combination. 
 
Figure 4.20. Computational speedup plot for simulation runs using single-scale spatial and dual-
scale temporal domains. 
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Figure 4.22. Computational speedup plot for simulation runs using dual-scale spatial and single-












Figure 4.23. Comparison of total and solution-components of the MsMmFD simulation run 
 
 




Table 4.2. Summary of MsMmFD execution times and computed speedup calculation for DSDT 
multiscale scheme. 
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Table 4.3. Summary of MsMmFD execution times and computed speedup calculation for DSST 
multiscale schem 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 5.1. Introduction 
Finally, we highlight the contribution of this work in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we share the 
conclusions derived from the study and in Section 5.4, we present recommendations to improve 
and extend the Multiscale Multimesh Finite-Difference (MsMmFD) simulator. 
 5.2. Contributions 
The following summarizes the four main contributions of this work to the field of reservoir 
simulation: 
i. Multiscale simulator with improved physics 
We have presented advanced algorithms for improved calculation and explicit updating of 
local boundary conditions for solving viscous-, gravity-, capillary- and compressibility-dominated 
flow problems. These algorithms in MsMmFD improves computational efficiency by spatial and 
temporal decoupling the coarse-scale global pressure-field calculations and the local-scale 
potential-field and saturation calculations. 
We show case studies where strongly anisotropic, heterogeneous systems, both single- and 
dual-porosity reservoirs are amenable to MsMmFD method. 
ii. Extension to fractured reservoir systems 
We have extended MsMmFD simulation method to fractured reservoirs. Dual-porosity 
simulation using MsMmFD allows the effect of small-scale heterogeneity introduced by the 
fracture networks to be captured accurately, with a high degree of computational efficiency. 
iii. Tracer simulation for reservoir characterization 
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We have extended MsMmFD for water soluble tracer simulation. The addition of this feature 
allows validation of the property distribution in reservoir models via matching the tracer 
concentration profile generated by the simulator to the profile collected in the field. Fast 
computation time and accurate simulation results allow faster iteration cycles to occur between 
engineers (who are doing the validation work) and geoscientists (who are doing the modeling 
work). 
iv. Implementation of parallel computing 
We have developed MsMmFD with parallel computing in mind. MsMmFD simulator is 
written using OpenMP API for Symmetric Multiprocessing, shared-memory computers. It has 
been tested on multiple shared memory computers with 64-bit architecture. We have presented 
the scalability of MsMmFD and it is amenable to massively parallel supercomputers. 
 5.3. Conclusions 
This study has established that MsMmFD computing is a viable improvement to conventional 
flow modeling especially for dual-porosity reservoirs. We have tested MsMmFD simulator to solve 
a combination of highly heterogeneous reservoirs with complex flow problems. 
The following points summarize the conclusions derived from this work: 
 Efficient computing of high-resolution flow problems 
i. MsMmFD method can efficiently and accurately simulate complex flow problems 
(gravity-, capillary- and compressibility-effects) with accurate inter-scale coupling 
methods. 
ii. Inter-scale coupling in MsMmFD is explicitly updateable, which is computationally 
cheap. This updating technique allows better computing efficiency as compared to 
other multiscale methods. 
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iii. The effect of fine-scale reservoir heterogeneity can be captured as a result of being 
able to use a very fine grid for tracking of the saturation fronts. The computer time 
for the MsMmFD method can be significantly less than conventional simulation 
where both pressure and saturation updates use the same timesteps. 
 Parallel computing 
iv. Dual-scale simulation in both time and space give the best total CPU time when 
compared to other multiscale combinations (spatial dual-scale only or temporal 
dual-scale only). 
v. Explicit saturation calculations scale well for the problem reported in this 
study(10,000 and 100,000 cells) until it achieves the optimal CPU limit where 
additional CPUs will plateau out in performance. However, larger problems (in the 
order of several million cells) will have a higher optimal plateau. 
vi. Pressure calculations scale well using the MsMmFD computing technique for spatial 
dual-scale combinations. 
 5.4. Recommendations 
The following are the recommendations: 
i. Further improve the simulation run time. The saturation calculation with small 
timesteps is a major bottleneck in MsMmFD simulation method. It can be improved 
it in two ways: 
a. Use an adaptive, fully implicit calculation method in local fine-scale mesh where 
CFD constraints severely limit the timestep size. 
b. Implement a selective local fine-scale saturation calculation. Fine-scale saturation 
calculations only occur in coarse-scale gridblocks where saturation changes are 
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significant, or when the saturation front enters a particular coarse-scale gridblock. 
This will eliminate unnecessary calculations in places where there is no activity. 
ii. Implement a triple-mesh system in the MsMmFD method to handle very large 
problems (Figure 2.13). This will allow MsMmFD simulator to handle flow problems 
in massive reservoirs, in the order of multi-million cells. 
iii. Investigate non-uniform multiscale discretization, where the multiscale ratios varies 
within the reservoir model. This should be optimized based on the impact of the 
accuracy of the MsMmFD result and optimum computing efficiency. 
iv. Implement MsMmFD in a three-phase black-oil model. 
v. Implement MsMmFD in a compositional fluid flow model to handle three-phase, 
multicomponent flow problems 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The following is the list of symbols used in the dissertation.  
Greek symbols 
α  Constant for capillary pressure curve calculation 
a  Seismic wave coefficient 
A  Cross-sectional area to flow, vector 
c  Compressibility coefficient 
trc  Tracer concentration 
wC  Capillary term for convection solution, vector 
d  Distance between two nodes, vector 
D  Vertical depth, ft 
fϕ  Fractional flow for phase-ϕ  
wG  Gravity term for convection solution 
fh  Friction loss in wellbore, ft 
hϕ  Effective height for gravity drainage in fracture-matrix coupling, ft 
l  Perforation node index, unitless 
k  Absolute permeability, md 
rk ϕ  Relative permeability for phase-ϕ , fraction 
*
rk ϕ  Relative permeability end point for phase-ϕ , fraction 
zL  Matrix block height, ft 
nϕ  Relative permeability exponent term for phase-ϕ  
bhp  Flowing bottom-hole pressure, psiaa 
pϕ  Pressure for phase-ϕ , psiaa 
cwop  Capillary pressure for water-oil system, psiaa 
cogp  Capillary pressure for oil-gas system, psiaa 




q̂ϕ  Flow rate per volume for phase-ϕ , 1/day 
Sϕ  Saturations for phase-ϕ , fraction 
t  Time, days 
Tϕ  Transmissibility for phase-ϕ , ft
3/day-psiaa 
u  Interstitial velocity scalar, ft/day-pore fraction 
v  Darcy velocity scalar, ft/day 
x  Directional descriptor for x-axis, ft 
y  Directional descriptor for y-axis, ft 
z  Directional descriptor for z-axis, ft 
 
φ  Porosity, fraction 
ϕρ  Density for phase-ϕ , lbm.ft
3 
ϕγ  Pressure gradient for phase-ϕ , psia/ft 
τ  Matrix-fracture transfer function, 1/day 
σ  Matrix block shape factor, 1/ft2 
Δ  Spatial or temporal finite-difference operator 
∇i  Divergence operator 
∇  Gradient operator 
ϕλ  Mobility factor for phase-ϕ , md/cp 
 
Subscripts 
f  Fracture system domain 
, ,i j k  Indices for 3-D finite-difference system  
1 2i ±  Interface property for i  - orientation in Cartesian reservoir model 
1 2j ±  Interface property for j  - orientation in Cartesian reservoir model 
1 2k ±  Interface property for k  - orientation in Cartesian reservoir model 
l  Index for perforation node index 
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1 2l ±  Interface property for l  - orientation in wellbore model 
w  Index for well node index 
m  Matrix-system domain identifier  
f m↔  Interface between fracture and matrix systems  
ϕ  Fluid phase identifier, in this thesis, ϕ  can be oil (o), water (w), or gas (g) phase 
R  Reservoir conditions 
g  Gas-phase 
o  Oil-phase 
w  Water-phase 
t  Total of all the existing phases 
l  Generic vector direction, can be i-, j-, or k-direction 
 
Superscripts 
c Coarse-mesh domain 
f Fine-mesh domain 
l Newton-Raphson iteration “old” time 
1l +  Newton-Raphson iteration “new” time 
n  “old” time 
1n +  “new” time 
 
Note: Variables that are bold indicate that it is in tensor form. 
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A.1. Single-Porosity Flow Model 
The following describes the derivation of the mathematical formulation for pressure, inter-
gridblock flux, and saturation equations used for modeling flow in single-porosity reservoirs. 
A.1.1. Pressure Model 
Derivation of PDE 
The general material balance equations for oil- and water-phase for a compressible, 
waterflooding process in single-porosity reservoirs are as follows [Kazemi, 2005]: 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ o oo o o o o o
s p
p D q s c c
t tφ
λ γ φ φ
∂ ∂
∇ ∇ − ∇ + = + +
∂ ∂
ki  (A.1.1) 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ w ww w w w w w
s p
p D q s c c
t tφ
λ γ φ φ
∂ ∂
∇ ∇ − ∇ + = + +
∂ ∂
ki  (A.1.2) 
Since w o cwop p p= − , Eq A.1.2 becomes 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ w o cwow o cwo w w w w
s p p
p p D q s c c
t t tφ
λ γ φ φ
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ⎟⎜∇ ∇ −∇ − ∇ + = + + − ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎝ ⎠∂ ∂ ∂
ki  (A.1.3) 
Assuming that the capillary pressure change as a function of time is negligible, we obtain the 
following by adding Eq. A.1.1 and Eq. A.1.3. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
well wellˆ ˆo w o o o w w w cwo o w
o w o
o o w w o w
p D p q q
s s p
s c s c s s c
t tφ
λ λ λ γ λ γ λ
φ φ
⎡ ⎤∇ + ∇ − + ∇ − ∇ + + =⎣ ⎦




 1o ws s+ =  (A.1.5) 
 t o wλ λ λ= +  (A.1.6) 
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 well well wellˆ ˆ ˆt o wq q q= +   (A.1.7) 
 t o o w wc s c s c cφ= + +  (A.1.8) 
Eq. A.1.4 can be reduced to 
 ( ) wellˆ ot o o o w w w cwo t t
p
p D p q c
t
λ λ γ λ γ λ φ
∂⎡ ⎤∇ ∇ − + ∇ − ∇ + =⎣ ⎦ ∂
ki  (A.1.9) 
The expression to the right of the divergence operator is the negative of the total velocity vector, 
 ( )t t o o o w w w cwop D pλ λ γ λ γ λ⎡ ⎤= − ∇ − + ∇ − ∇⎣ ⎦v k . (A.1.10) 
Eq. A.1.9 is a pressure equation in a form that can be used to solve for the oil-phase pressure at 
any given oil-water conditions. Eq. A.1.9 can be further simplified to: 
 wellˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆt tq β∇ −∇ −∇ + =G Cqi i i  (A.1.11) 
where, 
 t̂ t opλ= ∇kq , (A.1.12) 
 ( )ˆ o o w w Dλ γ λ γ= + ∇G k , (A.1.13) 
 ˆ w cwopλ= ∇C k , and (A.1.14) 
 ˆ t oc p tβ φ= ∂ ∂ . (A.1.15) 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact finite-difference form of the pressure equation, Eq. A.1.11 can be written as 
 1 well 1n n n nt tq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ + =G Cq , (A.1.16) 
where, 
 1 1n n nt t op
+ += ΔTq , (A.1.17) 
 ( )n n no o o o Dγ γ= + ΔG T T , (A.1.18) 
 n n nw cwop= ΔC T , (A.1.19) 
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 1n R t t oV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ , (A.1.20) 
 ( )n nϕ ϕλ=T k A d , ,w oϕ = , (A.1.21) 
 n nt ϕ
ϕ






λ μ= , (A.1.23) 
 ˆn nt R tq V q= ⋅ , and (A.1.24) 
 1n nt o o op p p
+Δ = = . (A.1.25) 
Additionally, RV is the volume of rock (spatial discretization), tΔ  is the timesteps (temporal 
discretization) used in solving the finite-difference expression above. For the transmiscibility 
calculation (Eq. Error! Reference source not found.), k is the permeability tensor at gridblock 
interface, μ  is the fluid’s viscosity, A  is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to flow and d  is 
the distance between computational nodes (Figure 3.1). The phase-ϕ  can be oil (o) or water (w) 
 
For 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq. A.1.16 is 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1 well 1...n n n nx t i x i x i t i iq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ + + =G Cq , (A.1.26) 
where 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 1 1 1 11 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x t i i i i it i t i
p p p p+ + + + +⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −T Tq , (A.1.27) 
 [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n nn
x i o o w w i i o o w w i ii i
D D D Dγ γ γ γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = + − − + −G T T T T , (A.1.28) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 1 1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x i cwo i cwo i cwo cwo iw i w i
P P P P⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −C T T . (A.1.29) 
The viscous, gravity and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly calculated. 
Additionally, other variables in Eq. A.1.26 are, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
i i R i t i t o iV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ , (A.1.30) 
 ( )
1 2





⎡ ⎤±⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤± ±⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦








⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤± ±⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
= ∑T T , and (A.1.32) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
t o i o i o ip p p
+Δ = − . (A.1.33) 
The phase mobility factor, ϕλ , in Eq. A.1.31 is upstream weighted. The directions for y- and z- 
are similarly solved. 
A.1.2. Inter-Gridblock Flux Model 
Derivation of PDE 
The partial differential equations for oil- and water-phase velocities in single-porosity reservoir 
systems are defined as follows: 
 ( )o o o op Dλ γ=− ∇ − ∇v k , (A.1.34) 
 ( )w w w wp Dλ γ=− ∇ − ∇v k . (A.1.35) 
Substituting Eq. A.1.35 into the water-phase material balance equation, Eq A.1.2,  we obtain,  
 ( )wellˆ w ww w w w
s p




−∇ + = + +
∂ ∂
vi . (A.1.36) 
Given w o cwop p p= − , Eq. A.1.35 and Eq. A.1.36 can be written in terms of op . Eq. A.1.35 
becomes 
 ( )w w o cwo wp p Dλ γ=− ∇ −∇ − ∇v k  (A.1.37) 
while Eq. A.1.36 becomes 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ w o cwow w w w w w
s p p
q s c c s c c
t t tφ φ
φ φ φ
∂ ∂ ∂
−∇ + = + + − +
∂ ∂ ∂
vi  (A.1.38) 
Since cwop t∂ ∂  is very small (assuming small saturation change during each timestep 
calculation), water-phase material balance equation, Eq. A.1.38, becomes 
 ( )wellˆ w ow w w w
s p




−∇ + = + +
∂ ∂
vi  (A.1.39) 
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For a two-phase (water-oil) system, the total velocity vector, tv , is equivalent to  
 t o w= +v v v . (A.1.40) 
Substituting Eq. A.1.34 and Eq. A.1.37 into Eq. A.1.40, can be reduced to the following form: 
 ( )t t o w w o o w cwop D pλ λ γ λ γ λ⎡ ⎤= − ∇ − + ∇ − ∇⎣ ⎦v k . (A.1.41) 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact finite-difference form of the inter-gridblock flux equation, Eq. A.1.41 can be 
written as 
 ( )1 1n n n n n n nt t o w w o o w cwop D pγ γ
+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎣ ⎦T T T Tq  (A.1.42) 
where the node pressures used to solve for the volumetric flux is from solution of Eq. A.1.16. 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the volumetric flux in the x-direction at the gridblock interface 
1 2i +  is calculated using the following equation: 
 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]( )
1 1




n n n n n
o i o i w w o o i iit i
n
t i n n n
cwo i cwo iw i
p p D D
p p
γ γ+ + ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ + +++ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦+
⎡ ⎤+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ++⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤− − + −⎢ ⎥




q , (A.1.43) 
while in the 1 2i −  direction, the flux is computed using the equation below, 
 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]( )
1 1




n n n n n
o i o i w w o o i iit i
n
t i n n n
cwo i cwo iw i
p p D D
p p
γ γ+ + ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ − −−− ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦+
⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ −−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤− − + −⎢ ⎥




q , (A.1.44) 
The directions for y- and z- are calculated in a similar fashion. 
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A.1.3. Saturation Model 
Derivation of PDE 
The derivation of the partial differential equations for saturation surface is based on work on 
previous sections. We rearrange Eq A.1.41 to solve for op∇  to obtain 
 ( )o t w w o o w cwo
t
p D pλ γ λ γ λ
λ





Substituting Eq. A.1.45 into Eq. A.1.37, we get 
 ( )w w t w w o o w cwo cwo w
t
D p p Dλ λ γ λ γ λ γ
λ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤= − − − + ∇ − ∇ −∇ − ∇⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
1
v k v k k
k
. (A.1.46) 
Expanding Eq. A.1.46 give, 
 ( )w w t w w o o w cwo w cwo w wf D p p Dλ γ λ γ λ λ λ γ⎡ ⎤= − + ∇ − ∇ + ∇ + ∇⎣ ⎦v v k k k k , (A.1.47) 
and with further expansion, 
 w w t w w w w o o w w cwo w cwo w wf f D f D f p p Dλ γ λ γ λ λ λ γ= − ∇ − ∇ − ∇ ∇ ∇v v k k k + k + k . (A.1.48) 
Grouping the terms, and using ( )1o wf f= −  and w o o wf fλ λ=  identities, Eq. A.1.46 can be 
reduced to 
 w w t w o w w o o o w cwof f D f D f pλ γ λ γ λ= + ∇ − ∇ + ∇v v k k k , (A.1.49) 
which leads to 
 ( )w w t w o w o o w cwof f D f pλ γ γ λ= + − ∇ + ∇v v k k  (A.1.50) 
Substituting Eq. A.1.50 into the water-phase material balance equation, Eq. A.1.39, we obtain 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ w ow t w o w o o w cwo w w w
s p
f f D f p q s c c
t tφ
λ γ γ λ φ φ
∂ ∂⎡ ⎤−∇ + − ∇ + ∇ + = + +⎣ ⎦ ∂ ∂
v k ki  (A.1.51) 
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This expression can be further simplified to present the final partial differential equation form for 
the saturation equation: 
 ( ) wellˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ww w w w t wsf q tφ β
∂
− ∇ +∇ +∇ + = +
∂
Q G Ci i i  (A.1.52) 
where, 
 ŵ w tf= vq , (A.1.53) 
 ( )ˆw w o w of Dλ γ γ= − ∇G k , (A.1.54) 
 ˆw w o cwof pλ= ∇C k , (A.1.55) 









and tv  in PDE form is Eq. A.1.41. ŵ∇ qi  is the convection term, ˆw∇ Gi  is the gravity term, 
ˆ
w∇ Ci  is the capillary term, ˆw tf q  is the source/sink term, ( )ws tφ ∂ ∂  is the accumulation term, 
and ŵβ  is the expansion/contraction term. 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
For the finite-difference form of the saturation equation, we multiply Eq. A.1.52 with the 
discretized volume, RV : 
 wellˆ ˆ ˆˆR w w w w t R t w wV f q V s tφ β⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤− Δ +Δ +Δ + = Δ Δ +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦G Cq , (A.1.57) 
where the viscous term, ŵq , gravity term, ˆ wG , capillary term, ˆwC , compressibility terms, ŵβ , 
have been described in previous section. The reduced, finite-difference form of the saturation 
equation, Eq. A.1.57 is, 
 ( )1 ,well 1n n n n n nw w w w t w R t wf q V s tβ φ+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ + − = Δ ΔG Cq  (A.1.58) 
where, 
 1 1n n nw w tf
+ +=q q , (A.1.59) 
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 ( )n n n w ow w of Dγ γ−= ΔG T , (A.1.60) 
 n n n nw w o cwof p= ΔC T , (A.1.61) 
 ( )1n nw R w w t oV s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.1.62) 
 1n nt w w ws s s
+Δ = − . (A.1.63) 
Eq. A.1.58 is solved for the water saturation at 1n + time-level, 1nws
+  given that all the other 
variables are known. 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq. A.1.58 is 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1 ,well 1
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]ˆ ...
n n n n n n
x w i x w i x w i w i w i i R i t w iq V s tβ φ




1 2 1 2
n n n
x w i w wt i t i
f f+ + +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = −q q q , (A.1.65) 
 [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2n n nx w i w o i i w o i ii if D D f D Dγ γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦Δ = Δ − − Δ −G T T , and (A.1.66) 
 [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2n n n n n n nx w i w o cwo i cwo i w o cwo i cwo ii if p p f p p⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦Δ = − − −C T T . (A.1.67) 
The viscous, gravity and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly calculated. 
Additionally, other variables in Eq. A.1.64 are, 
 [ ] [ ] ( )1 [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]
n n
w i i R i w i w t o ii
V s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , (A.1.68) 
 ( )[ ] [ ]R i iV x y z= Δ Δ Δi i , (A.1.69) 
 1[ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
t o i o i o ip p p
+Δ = − , and (A.1.70) 
 1[ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
t w i w i w is s s
+Δ = − . (A.1.71) 
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A.2. Dual-Porosity Flow Models 
The following describes the derivation of the mathematical formulation for pressure, inter-
gridblock flux, and saturation equations used for modeling flow in dual-porosity, single-
permeability reservoirs (Figure A.1). 
 
Figure A.1. An idealized sugar-cube model of a dual-porosity model [Warren and Root, 1963; 
Kazemi et al., 1976; Kazemi and Gilman, 1988]. 
 
A.2.1. Pressure Model 
Derivation of PDE 
The general mass balance equations for oil- and water-phase in the fracture system, for a 
compressible, waterflooding process in dual-porosity, single-permeability reservoirs are as follows 
[Kazemi and Gilman, 1993]: 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ of off of of o o of of of f
s p
p D q s c c
t tφ
λ γ τ φ φ
∂ ∂
∇ ∇ − ∇ − + = + +
∂ ∂
ki , (A.2.1) 
 ( ) ( )wellˆ wf wff wf wf w w wf wf wf f
s p
p D q s c c
t tφ
λ γ τ φ φ
∂ ∂
∇ ∇ − ∇ − + = + +
∂ ∂
ki ; (A.2.2) 
where, 
 ( ) ( )of om of omo m o f m op p h hkτ σ λ γ⎡ ⎤− −= −⎣ ⎦ , (A.2.3) 
 ( ) ( )wf wm wf wmw m w f m wp p h hkτ σ λ γ⎡ ⎤− −= +⎣ ⎦ , (A.2.4) 
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 2 2 2x y zL L Lσ















−⎛ ⎞⎟⎜= ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ − −⎝ ⎠
, (A.2.7) 
 of z wfh L h= − , and (A.2.8) 
 om z wmh L h= − . (A.2.9) 
The subscripts f  and m  indicate fracture and matrix media, respectively. Because 




ˆf wf of cwof w wf
wf of cwof
wf wf f






∇ ∇ −∇ − ∇ − + =
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ⎟⎜+ + − ⎟⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎝ ⎠∂ ∂ ∂
ki
 (A.2.10) 
Assuming that the capillary pressure change as a function of time is negligible, 0cwofp t∂ ∂ ≅ , we 
obtain the following equation: 
 ( ) ( )ˆ wf off wf of cwof w wf wf wf f
s p
p p D q s c c
t tφ
λ γ τ φ φ
∂ ∂
∇ ∇ −∇ − ∇ − + = + +
∂ ∂
ki . (A.2.11) 
Adding Eq. A.2.11 to Eq A.2.1, we obtain 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )well wellˆ ˆ
f of wf of of of wf wf wf cwof o w
of wf of
of wf o o w w o w f
p D p
s s p
q q s c s c s s c
t tφ
λ λ λ γ λ γ λ τ τ
φ φ
⎡ ⎤∇ + ∇ − + ∇ − ∇ − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∂ + ∂⎡ ⎤+ + = + + + +⎣ ⎦∂ ∂
ki
. (A.2.12) 
Because well well wellˆ ˆ ˆt w oq q q= +  and ( )t o o w w o wc s c s c s s cφ= + + + , the equation above can be reduced to 
 
( ) ( )
( )wellˆ
f tf of of o wf w wf cwof o w
tf f tf of
p D p
q c p t
λ λ γ λ γ λ τ τ
φ




Eq. A.2.13 can be further simplified to 
 wellˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆf f f tf fq β∇ −∇ −∇ −Γ + =G Cqi i i  (A.2.14) 
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where, 
 f̂ f tf ofpλ= ∇kq , (A.2.15) 
 ( )ˆ f f of o wf w Dλ γ λ γ= + ∇G k , (A.2.16) 
 ˆ f wf cwofpλ= ∇C , (A.2.17) 
 ˆ o wτ τΓ = + , and (A.2.18) 
 ( )f̂ f tf ofc p tβ φ= ∂ ∂ . (A.2.19) 
To find the relationship between the fracture-matrix transfer term in that is dependant to the 
known fracture and matrix parameters, let’s examine the relationship between oil- and water-
phase transfer function to the pressure of the matrix for a counter-current system is 









where the oil- and water-phase transfer functions have been defined in Eq A.2.3 
and Eq A.2.4. Adding these oil- and water-phase transfer functions together leads to 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
of om of omo f m o
o w m
wf wm wf wmw f m w
p p h h
k




⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪− −− +⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪+ = ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤− −+⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
, (A.2.21) 
and in substituting w o cwop p p= −  into Eq. A.2.21, we obtain 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
of om of omo f m o
o w m
of cwof wf wmw f m om cwom w
p p h h
k




⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪− −− +⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪+ = ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤− −− − +⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (A.2.22) 
Rearranging the equation above by collecting terms give 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
of om of omo f m o
o w m
of om wf wmw f m cwof cwom w
p p h h
k




⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪− −− +⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪+ = ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤− −− − +⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (A.2.23) 




( ) ( )
( ) ( )
t f m of om w f m cwof cwom
o w m
of om wf wmo f m o w f m w
p p p p
k
h h h h
λ λ
τ τ σ
λ γ λ γ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪− − − −⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪+ = ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪− −+⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (A.2.24) 
Substituting Eq. A.2.24 into Eq. A.2.20, we obtain the relationship between fracture and matrix 
pressures, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
t f m of om w f m cwof cwom
m
m tm
of om wf wmo f m o w f m w
p p p p p
k c
th h h h
λ λ
σ φ
λ γ λ γ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪− − −⎪ ⎪ ∂⎪ ⎪ =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ ∂− −− +⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (A.2.25) 
or, in finite-difference form, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )1
t f m of om w f m cwof cwom n n
m tm om om
of om wf wmo f m o w f m w
p p p p
k c p p t
h h h h
λ λ
σ φ
λ γ λ γ
+
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪− − −⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ = − Δ⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪− −− +⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
. (A.2.26) 
Rearranging the Eq. A.2.26 to solve for 1nomp
+ , we obtain 
 
( )





n n n n n
m f m of m f m cwof cwom
n n n n n n





m f m m tm
p p p















⎢ ⎥− −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥Δ + − − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥






We could simplify the equation above, in terms of 1nofp
+ , to 
 1 1n nom f m of f mp A p B
+ += + , (A.2.28) 
where, 
 ( )n nf m m f m m f m m tmA t t cϕ ϕσλ σλ φ= Δ Δ +k k , and (A.2.29) 
 
( )
( ) ( )
n n n n
m tm om m f m cwof cwom
n n n n n n
m f m w wf wm m f m o of om
f m n
m f m m tm
c p p p t







σλ γ σλ γ
σλ φ
⎡ ⎤− − Δ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥






Eq. A.2.28 explicitly solves the pressure in the matrix, given the pressure in the fracture network. 
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Substitute Eq. A.2.28 into Eq.A.2.24, we get 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1n n n n n n
o w m f m of f m of f m m f m cwof cwom
n n n n n n
m f m wf wm m f m of om
p A p B p p
h h h h
ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ
τ τ σλ σλ
σλ σλ
+ ++ = − − − −




Now, since ˆ o wτ τΓ = + , we can now relate the fracture-matrix transfer function term in terms of 
fracture and matrix pressures, and other known variables. Eq. A.2.18 becomes, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1ˆ n n n n n n
m f m of f m of f m m f m cwof cwom
n n n n n n
m f m wf wm m f m of om
p A p B p p





+ +Γ = − − − −





The finite-difference form of pressure equation in the fracture-network, Eq. A.2.14, is as 
follows, 
 1 ,well 1n n n n n ntf f f tf fq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ −Γ + =G Cq  (A.2.33) 
where, 
 1 1n n ntf tf ofp
+ += ΔTq , (A.2.34) 
 ( )nn n nf wf wf of of Dγ γ= + ΔG T T , (A.2.35) 
 n n nf wf cwofp=C T , (A.2.36) 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
11n n n n n nt f m f m of t f m f m
n n n n n n
w f m cwof cwom w f m w wf wm
n n n
o f m o of om
A p B




+Γ = − +






 n nf m R m f mVϕ ϕσλ=T k , ,w oϕ = , and (A.2.38) 
 n nt f m t f m
ϕ
=∑T T , (A.2.39) 
 1nf f R tf t ofV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ , (1.2.40) 
 tf wf wf of of fc s c s c cφ= + + , and (A.2.41) 
 1n nt of of ofp p p
+Δ = − . (A.2.42) 
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The finite-difference form of the pressure equation in the matrix is, 
 1 1n nom f m of f mp A p B
+ += + , (A.2.43) 
where the coefficients f mA  and f mB  have been previously defined. 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq A.2.33 is 
 [ ]
1 well 1
[ ] [ ]...
n n n n n
x tf x f x f i tf i iq β
+ +Δ −Δ −Δ + −Γ + =G Cq , (A.2.44) 
where, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 1 1 1 11 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x tf i of i of i of i of itf i tf i
p p p p+ + + + +⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −T Tq , (A.2.45) 
 [ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 11 2 1 2
n nn n
x f i wf w of o i i wf w of o i ii i
D D D Dγ γ γ γ+ −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = + − − + −G T T T T , and (A.2.46) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x f i cwof i cwof i cwof i cwof iwf i wf i
p p p p⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −C T T . (A.2.47) 
The viscous, gravity and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly calculated. 
Additionally, other variables in Eq. A.2.44 are, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
1
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n n n n ni t f m i f m of i t f m i f m
i i
n n n n n n
w f m i cwof i cwom i w f m i w i wf wm i
n n n
o f m i o i of om i
A p B




+Γ = − Δ +








[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
i i R i tf i t of iV c p tβ φ
+ = Δ Δ , (A.2.49) 
 1[ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
t of i of i of ip p p
+Δ = − , (A.2.50) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )n nf m i t f m i t f m i m i tm iA t t cφ= Δ Δ +T T , (A.2.51) 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]
n n n n
m i tm i om i w f m i cwof i cwom i
n n n n n n
w f m i w wf i wm i o f m i o of i om i
f m n
t f m i mv tm i
c p p p t






⎡ ⎤− − Δ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥






 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
f m i R i m i i f m iVϕ ϕσ λ=T k , ,w oϕ = , and (A.2.53) 
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 [ ] [ ]
n n
t f m i t f m i
ϕ
=∑T T , (A.2.54) 
 ( )
1 2 1 2 1 2
n n
ff i f i iϕϕ
λ φ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤± ± ±⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
=T k A d , ,w oϕ = , and (A.2.55) 
 
1 2 1 2
n n
tf i f iϕ
ϕ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤± ±⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
= ∑T T . (A.2.56) 
The denominator for in the phase transmiscibility calculations, (Eq. A.2.55) includes the fracture 
porosity. This will yield higher effective flux because the flow is limited in the fracture porosity. 
A.2.2. Inter-Gridblock Flux  
Derivation of PDE 
Similar to the single porosity model (Section A.1.2), the PDE for inter-gridblock flux is as 
follows, 
 ( )tf f tf of wf w of o wf cwofp D pλ λ γ λ γ λ⎡ ⎤= − ∇ − + ∇ − ∇⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦v k . (A.2.57) 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact finite-difference form of the inter-gridblock flux equation, Eq. A.2.57 can be 
written as 
 ( )1 1n n n n n n ntf tf of wf w of o wf cwofp D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq  (A.2.58) 
where the node pressures, 1nofp
+ , is obtained from solving Eq. A.2.33. 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the volumetric flux in the x-direction at the gridblock interface 
1 2i +  is calculated using the following equation: 
 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]( )
1 1




n n n n n
of i of i wf w of o i itf i i
n
txf i n n n
cwof i cwof iwf i
p p D D
p p
γ γ+ +⎡ ⎤ + +⎡ ⎤+ +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦+
⎡ ⎤+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ++⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤− − + −⎢ ⎥




q , (A.2.59) 
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while in the 1 2i −  direction, the flux is computed using the equation below, 
 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ]( )
1 1




n n n n n
of i of i wf w of o i itf i i
n
txf i n n n
cwof i cwof iwf i
p p D D
p p
γ γ+ +⎡ ⎤ − −⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦+
⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ −−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤− − + −⎢ ⎥




q . (A.2.60) 
The directions for y- and z- are calculated in a similar fashion. 
A.2.3. Saturation Model 
The partial differential equation of the saturation equation for naturally fracture reservoir is 
similar to that of single-porosity reservoir, with the addition of the fracture-matrix transfer term. 
The following derives the formulation for the transfer function and accompanying modifications to 
the saturation equation. 
Derivation of PDE 
The following formulates the counter-current, water-phase transfer function, accounting for 
the oil-water viscous, gravity, and capillary effects to the water-phase fracture-matrix flux. The 
individual transfer functions for oil- and water-phases are 
 ( ) ( )n n n nof of of omo m of op p h hkτ σ λ γ⎡ ⎤− −= −⎣ ⎦ , and (A.2.61) 
 ( ) ( )n n n nwf wm wf wmw m wf wp p h hkτ σ λ γ⎡ ⎤− −= +⎣ ⎦ . (A.2.62) 
where water and oil-head in the fracture and matrix systems have been described previously (Eqs. 
A.2.6, A.2.7, A.2.8, A.2.9) The transfer function are also in terms of saturation change within the 
matrix system, where 
 w m wms tτ φ= ∂ ∂ , and (A.2.63) 
 o m oms tτ φ= ∂ ∂ . (A.2.64) 
Modify Eq. A.2.61 in terms of wp  gives, 
 ( ) ( )n n n nwf cwof wm cwom wm wmo m om op p p p h hkτ σ λ γ⎡ ⎤+ − − −= −⎣ ⎦ . (A.2.65) 
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Add oτ  (Eq. A.2.65) and wτ  (Eq. A.2.62) together gives, 
 
( ) ( )
( )( )
wf cwof wm cwom wm wfom om o
w o m
wf wmwf wf wm wf w






⎡ ⎤+ − − −−⎢ ⎥+ = ⎢ ⎥
−⎢ ⎥+ − +⎣ ⎦
 (A.2.66) 
Since the oil- and water-phase flow between the fracture and matrix is counter-current (i.e. 
water is flowing from the matrix into the fracture, while oil-phase is flowing from the matrix into 
the fracture), the sum fluid transfers is zero. 
 0w oτ τ+ =  (A.2.67) 
Then, 
 
( ) ( )
( ){ }
0
wf cwof wm cwom wm wfom om o
m
wf wmwf wf wm wf w






⎡ ⎤+ − − −−⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
−⎢ ⎥+ − +⎣ ⎦
 (A.2.68) 
Solving for wf wmp p− , we get 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )om cwof wf wm wf wmom om o wf wwf wm
om wf om wf
p p h h h h
p p
λ λ γ λ γ





Substituting Eq. A.2.69 into Eq. A.2.62, we can write the water-phase transfer term that is a 
function of oil-water conditions in both matrix and fracture network, 
 
( ) ( )( )
( )
om cwof om o wf w wf wmom
om wfw m wf
wf wmw
p p h h
k
h h
λ γ λ γλ
λ λτ σ λ
γ
⎡ ⎤− + −−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥+= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
, (A.2.70) 
which can be reduced to 
 ( ) ( )( )m wf om om cwof wf wmw w o
om wf
k




⎡ ⎤− −= + −⎣ ⎦+
 (A.2.71) 
where shape factor,σ , water-head in the fracture, wfh , and in the matrix, wmh , have been 
previously defined by Eqs. A.2.5, A.2.6 and A.2.7.  
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Finally, the partial differential equation form of the saturation equation for fracture networks 
in dual-porosity reservoirs is as follows  






− ∇ +∇ +∇ −Γ + = +
∂
G Cqi i i  (A.2.72) 
where, 
 ŵf wf tff= vq  (A.2.73) 
 ( )ˆwf wf of w o ff Dλ γ γ= − ∇G k  (A.2.74) 
 ˆwf wf of cwoff pλ= ∇C k  (A.2.75) 
 ˆw wτΓ =  (A.2.76) 
 ( )ŵf wf wf f ofs c c p tφβ φ= + ∂ ∂  (A.2.77) 
and the water-phase transfer function, wτ , is calculated using Eq. A.2.71. 
The saturation equation for matrix is as follows, 
 ( )w m wm m w m wm oms t s c c p tφτ φ φ= ∂ ∂ + + ∂ ∂ . (A.2.78) 
This equation can be simplified to the following form, 
 ˆ ˆw m wm wms tφ βΓ + ∂ ∂ +  (A.2.79) 
where the fracture-matrix transfer term, ˆwΓ  has been previously described in Eq. A.2.76, and 
 ( )ŵm m wm wm m oms c c p tφβ φ= + ∂ ∂ , (A.2.80) 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact finite-difference form of the general saturation equation in the fracture network 
is 
 ( )1 1n n n n nwf wf wf w wf tf R t w wff q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ −Γ + = Δ Δ +G Cq  (A.2.81) 
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where, 
 1 1n nwf wf tff
+ +=q q , (A.2.82) 
 ( )1 1n n n n n n ntf tf of wf wf of of wf cwofp D pγ γ+ +⎡ ⎤= − Δ − + Δ − Δ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦T T T Tq , (A.2.83) 
 ( )n n nwf wf of wf off Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (A.2.84) 
 n n nwf wf of cwoff p= ΔC T , (A.2.85) 






[ ] ( )[ ]
m wf om
om cwof wf wmw ow i ii i
om wf i
k





⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ − −+ −= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (A.2.87) 
 ( )1nwf f R wf wf f ofV s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , (A.2.88) 
 1n nt wf wf wfs s s
+Δ = − , and (A.2.89) 
 1n nt of of ofp p p
+Δ = − . (A.2.90) 
Eq. A.2.81 is solved for the water saturation in the fracture network at 1n + time-level, 1nwfs
+  
given that all the other variables are known. 
 
While in the matrix, the finite-difference form of the saturation equation  
 1n nw wm m R t wmV s tβ φ
+Γ − = Δ Δ  (A.2.91) 
where the transfer term, nwΓ , has been previously detailed in Eq. A.2.86, 
 ( )1nwm R m wm wm m omV s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , (A.2.92) 
 1n nt om om omp p p
+Δ = − , and (A.2.93) 
 1n nt wm wm wms s s
+Δ = − . (A.2.94) 
Eq. A.2.91 is solved for the water saturation in the matrix at 1n + time-level, 1nwms
+  given that all 




For steady-state conditions where 0wmβ ≅ , Eq. A.2.91 can be written as 
 w m t wms tτ φ= Δ Δ  (A.2.95) 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq. A.2.81 is 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1 well 1...n n n n nx wf i x wf i x wf i w i wf i tf i i R i t w i wf if q V s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ + −Γ + = Δ Δ +G Cq  (A.2.96) 
where, 
 [ ] ( ) ( )1 1 11 2 1 2
n n n
x wf i wf tf wf tfi i
f f+ + +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = −q q q , (A.2.97) 
 [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n
x wf i wf o i i wf o i ii i
f D D f D Dγ γ+ −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = Δ − − Δ −G T T , and (A.2.98) 
 [ ] ( ) [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x wf i wf o cwof i cwof i wf o cwof i cwof ii i
f p p f p p+ −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −C T T . (A.2.99) 
The viscous, gravity, and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly solved. 
Additionally, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
n n
w i R i w iV τΓ = , (A.2.100) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ( )[ ] [ ]
1n n
wf i R i f i wf i wf f of ii
V s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , (A.2.101) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
wf i wf i wf is s s
+Δ = − , and (A.2.102) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
t of i of i of ip p p
+Δ = − . (A.2.103) 
The finite-difference expansion for Eq. A.2.91 is 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
w i m i m i R i t wm iV s tβ φ
+Γ − = Δ Δ  (A.2.104) 
where the fracture-matrix transfer term has been previously described in Eq. A.2.100, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ( )[ ] [ ]
1n n
wm i m i R i wm i wm m om ii
V s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , (A.2.105) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
wm i wm i wm is s s
+Δ = − , (A.2.106) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]
1n n
t om i om i om ip p p
+Δ = − , and (A.2.107) 
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 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
1 1n n n n
om i f m i of i f m ip A p B
+ += + , (A.2.108) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )n nf m i t f m i t f m i m i tm iA t t cφ= Δ Δ +T T , and (A.2.109) 
 [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ] [ ]( )
n n n n
m i tm i om i w f m i cwof i cwom i
n n n n n n
w f m i w wf i wm i o f m i o of i om i
f m i n
t f m i m i tm i
c p p p t






⎡ ⎤− − Δ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥






A.3. Soluble Tracer Transport Model 
The following sections describes the derivation of the mathematical formulation to track a 
soluble tracer concentration during the flow simulation of single- and dual-porosity reservoirs. 
The pressure, inter-gridblock flux, and saturation model for single- and dual-porosity reservoirs 
for soluble tracer problems is similar to those previously described in Section A.1 and A.2, and 
are required to be solved before the following computation to occur. 
A.3.1. Tracer Model for Single-Porosity Reservoirs 
Derivation of PDE 
The detailed derivation for the tracer concentration PDE is similar the derivation of the 
saturation equation in single-porosity reservoir (Section A.2.3) except that we attach a 
concentration term, trc , to any water saturation or fractional flow term in the original PDE. The 
final PDE for tracer concentration surface is, 






− ∇ +∇ +∇ +∇ + = +
∂
G C Jqi i i i  (A.3.1) 
where, 
 { }t̂r tr w tc f= vq , (A.3.2) 
 { } ( )ˆ tr tr w o w oc f Dλ γ γ= − ∇G k , (A.3.3) 
 { }ˆ tr tr w o cwoc f pλ= ∇C k , (A.3.4) 
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 ( )ˆ ˆ ˆtr w trD s cφ τ= ∇J , (A.3.5) 
 { }( )ˆ otr tr w w
p







and tv  in PDE form is Eq. A.1.41. ˆ tr∇ Qi  is the convection term, ˆ tr∇ Gi  is the gravity term, 
ˆ
tr∇ Ci  is the capillary term, ˆtr∇ Ji  is the tracer dispersion term, { }ˆtr w tc f q  is the source/sink term, 
{ }( )tr wc s tφ ∂ ∂  is the accumulation term, and t̂rβ  is the expansion/contraction term. The 
dispersion coefficient, D̂ , is in ft2/day and the tortuosity, τ̂ , is in ft2.. 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact, finite-difference form of the concentration equation in single-porosity reservoirs 
is, 
 ( ) { } { }1 well 1ˆn n n n ntr tr tr tr tr w t R t tr w trc f q V c s tφ β+ +− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ + = Δ Δ +G C Jq  (A.3.7) 
where, 
 { }1 1n ntr tr w tc f
+ +=q q , (A.3.8) 
 { } ( )n ntr tr w o w oc f Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (A.3.9) 
 { }n ntr tr w o cwoc f p= ΔC T , (A.3.10) 
 n ntr d trc= ΔJ T , (A.3.11) 
 ( ) ˆ ˆn n nd wD sφ τ=T A d  (A.3.12) 
 { }( )1n ntr R tr w w t oV c s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.13) 
 { } 1 1n n n nt tr w tr w tr wc s c s c s
+ +Δ = − . (A.3.14) 
We solve for the 1n +  time tracer concentration, 1ntrc
+  given that all the other variables are 
known. 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq. A.3.7 is 
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[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) { }[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] { }[ ] [ ]
1 well
1
ˆ...n n n nx tr i trx i trx i trx i tr w t ii
n
i R i t tr w tr ii
c f q
V c s tφ β
+
+
− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ + +




 [ ] { } { }
1 1 1
1 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x tr i w tr w trt i t i
f c f c+ + +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = −q q q , (A.3.16) 
 [ ] { }( ) [ ] [ ]( ) { }( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x tr i w tr o i i w tr o i ii i
f c D D f c D Dγ γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = Δ − − Δ −G T T , (A.3.17) 
 [ ] { }( ) [ ] [ ]( ) { }( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n n n n n
x tr i w tr o cwo i cwo i w tr o cwo i cwo ii i
f c p p f c p p⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −C T T . (A.3.18) 
 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x tr i tr i tr i tr i tr id i d i
c c c c⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −J T T , and (A.3.19) 
  ( ) ( ) [ ]1 2 1 21 2 ˆ ˆ
n
w id i ii
D sφ τ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤± ±⎢ ⎥ ± ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
=T A d . (A.3.20) 
The viscous, gravity and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly calculated. 
Additionally, other variables in Eq. A.1.64 are, 
 [ ] [ ] { } ( )1 [ ] [ ][ ] [ ]
n n n
w i i R i tr w w t o ii i
V c s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.21) 




t tr w tr w tr wi i i
c s c s c s
+Δ = − . (A.3.22) 
A.3.2. Tracer Model For Dual-Porosity Reservoirs 
Derivation of PDE 
The detailed derivation for the tracer concentration PDE is similar the derivation of the 
saturation equation in dual-porosity reservoir (Section A.2.3) except that we attach a 
concentration term to any water saturation or fractional flow term in the original PDE. The final 
PDE for tracer concentration surface is, 






− ∇ +∇ +∇ +∇ −Γ + = +
∂
G C Jqi i i i  (A.3.23) 
where, 
 { }t̂rf trf wf tfc f= vq , (A.3.24) 
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 { } ( )ˆ trf trf wf of w o fc f Dλ γ γ= − ∇G k , (A.3.25) 
 { }ˆ trf trf wf of f cwofc f pλ= ∇C k , (A.3.26) 
 ˆ ˆ ˆtrf f wf f trfs D cφ τ= ∇J , (A.3.27) 
 ( )ˆtr w trf tr trf trmc c cτ τΓ = + − , (A.3.28) 
 ( )ˆ ˆtr m wm mD sτ σ φ τ= . (A.3.29) 
 { }( )ˆ oftrf f trf wf wf f
p






, and (A.3.30) 
and tv  in PDE form is Eq. A.1.41. t̂rf∇ qi  is the convection term, ˆ trf∇ Gi  is the gravity term, 
ˆ
trf∇ Ci  is the capillary term, ˆtrf∇ Ji  is the tracer dispersion term, ˆtrΓ  is the fracture-matrix 
transfer term, { }ˆtrf wf tc f q  is the source/sink term, { }( )f trf wfc s tφ ∂ ∂  is the accumulation term, and 
t̂rfβ  is the expansion/contraction term in the fracture network. 
The concentration equation for matrix is as follows, 
 ( ) { }
{ }( )m w trm m wm omwm trm
w trf tr trf trm m





+ − = +
∂ ∂
. (A.3.31) 
This equation can be simplified to the following form, 
 { }ˆ ˆtr m wm trm trms c tφ βΓ + ∂ ∂ +  (A.3.32) 
where fracture-matrix transfer term, ˆtrΓ  has been previously described in Eq. 
Error! Reference source not found., 
 { }( )t̂rm m wm trm wm m oms c c c p tφβ φ= + ∂ ∂ . (A.3.33) 
Finite-Difference Approximation 
The compact, finite-difference form of the concentration equation in single-porosity reservoirs 
is, 
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ˆn n n n ntrf trf trf trf tr trf wf tf
n
f R t trf wf trf
c f q
V c s tφ β
+
+
− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ −Γ +




 { }1 1n ntrf trf wf tfc f+ +=q q , (A.3.35) 
 { } ( )n ntrf trf wf of w oc f Dγ γ= − ΔG T , (A.3.36) 
 { }n ntrf trf wf of cwofc f p= ΔC T , (A.3.37) 
 n ntrf df trfc= ΔJ T , (A.3.38) 
 ( )( )ˆ ˆndf wf fDs τ=T A d . (A.3.39) 
 ( )n n n n n ntr R w trf R tr trf trmV c V c cτ τΓ = + −  (A.3.40) 
 { }( )1n ntrf f R trf wf wf f t ofV c s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.41) 
 { } 1 1n n n nt trf wf trf wf trf wfc s c s c s+ +Δ = − . (A.3.42) 
We solve for the 1n +  time tracer concentration, 1ntrc
+  given that all the other variables are 
known. 
While in the matrix, the finite-difference form of the saturation equation  
 { }1n ntr trm m R t trm wmV c s tβ φ
+Γ − = Δ Δ  (A.3.43) 
where the fracture-matrix transfer term, ntrΓ , has been previously detailed in Eq.A.3.40, 
 { }( )1ntrm R m tr wm wm m omV c s c c p tφβ φ+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.44) 
 { } 1 1n n n nt tr wm tr wm tr wmc s c s c s
+ +Δ = − . (A.3.45) 
Eq. Error! Reference source not found. is solved for the water saturation in the matrix at 
1n + time-level, 1ntrmc
+  given that all the other variables are known. 
 
For steady-state conditions where 0wmβ ≅ , Eq. A.2.91 can be written as 
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 { }tr m t tr wmc s tτ φ= Δ Δ  (A.3.46) 
 
For a 3-D, Cartesian system, the finite-difference expansion of Eq. A.3.7 is 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] { }[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] { }[ ] [ ]
1 well
1
ˆ...n n n n nx trf i x trf i x trf i x trf i tr i trf wf t ii
n
f i R i t trf wf trf ii
c f q
V c s tφ β
+
+
− Δ +Δ +Δ +Δ + +Γ +




 [ ] { } { }1 1 11 2 1 2
n n n n n n n
x trf i wf trf wf trftf i tf i
f c f c+ + +⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = −q q q , (A.3.48) 
 
[ ] { }( ) [ ] [ ]( )
{ }( ) [ ] [ ]( )
11 2
11 2
n n n n
x trf i wf trf of i ii
n n n
wf trf of i ii
f c D D
f c D D
γ
γ
+⎡ ⎤+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
−⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦




,  (A.3.49) 
 
[ ] { }( ) [ ] [ ]( )
{ }( ) [ ] [ ]( )
11 2
11 2
n n n n n n
x wf i wf trf of cwof i cwof ii
n n n n n
wf trf of cwof i cwof ii
f c p p
f c p p
+⎡ ⎤+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦






 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )1 11 2 1 2
n n n
x trf i trf i trf i trf i trf idf i df i
c c c c⎡ ⎤ + ⎡ ⎤ −+ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
Δ = − − −J T T , and (A.3.51) 
 ( ) ( ) [ ]1 2 1 21 2 ˆ ˆ
n
wf f idf i ii
Ds τ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤± ±⎢ ⎥ ± ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
=T A d  (A.3.52) 
The viscous, gravity and capillary terms in the y- and z-directions are similarly calculated. 
Additionally, other variables in Eq. A.3.47 are, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ){ }n n n n n ntr i R i w i trf i tr i trf i trm iV c c cτ τΓ = + − , (A.3.53) 
 [ ] [ ] ( )[ ] [ ]ˆ ˆtr i i m wm m iiD sτ σ φ τ= , (A.3.54) 
 [ ] [ ] { } ( )1 [ ] [ ][ ] [ ]
n n n
w i i R i tr w w t o ii i
V c s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.55) 




t tr w tr w tr wi i i
c s c s c s
+Δ = − . (A.3.56) 
The finite-difference expansion for Eq. A.2.91 is 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }1n ntr i trm i m i R i t tr i wm iV c s tβ φ+Γ − = Δ Δ  (A.3.57) 
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where, 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }( )[ ] [ ]
1n n n
trm i m i R i tr wm i wm m om ii
V c s c c p tφβ φ
+ = + Δ Δ , and (A.3.58) 
 [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1 1n n n ntrm i wm i trm i wm i trm i wm ic s c s s s+ +Δ = − . (A.3.59) 
 





The linear system of pressure equations resulting from the discretization of the flow equations 
described in Chapter 3 results in a sparse coefficient matrix. For large linear systems of equations 
iterative methods, instead of direct methods, are used. Iterative solvers require substantially less 
computer memory and are considerably faster than direct solvers. Two kinds of iterative solvers 
are used in this thesis: Krylov subspace methods and Multigrid solvers. 
B.2. Solvers 
The linear system of equations resulting from the discretization of the flow equations described 
in Chapter 3 result in a sparse coefficient matrix. For large linear systems of equations, iterative 
methods instead of direct methods are used. Iterative solvers require substantially less computer 
memory and are considerably faster than direct solvers. Two kinds of iterative solvers are used in 
this thesis; Krylov subspace methods and Multigrid solvers. 
 In Krylov subspace methods, the residual equations are minimized using appropriate 
orthogonal basis functions for the subspace in an iterative manner. The iterative schemes are 
usually used with a preconditioner. The preconditioner matrix is a matrix similar to the original 
coefficient matrix but it is easier to invert. The Krylov methods used in this work include bi-
conjugate gradient stabilized (BICGSTAB) and the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) 
method. The latter two methods are designed for general non-symmetric matrices.  
 Figure B.1 is the algorithm for the bi-conjugate gradient method [Saad, 1996] and Figure 
B.2 gives the algorithm for the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method [Saad, 1996]. 
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Large linear system of equations is also solved by the Multigrid method. An attractive feature 
of the iterative Multigrid approach is that the convergence rate is independent of the 
discretization mesh size and that the number of arithmetic operations per iteration step is 
proportional to the number of grid points. Multigrid algorithms are based on a smoothing 
principle (relaxation methods) and a coarse grid correction principle. Relaxation methods include 
techniques such as Richardson, Gauss-Seidel, and Jacobi algorithms. These relaxation methods 
efficiently damp out the high-frequency errors in few iterations, leaving only the low-frequency 
errors. The low-frequency errors can be accurately solved for on a coarser grid and finally used to 
correct the solution in the finer grid. Figure B.3 shows the Multigrid algorithm applied to a set of 
linear equations resulting from the discretization of a second order elliptic or parabolic differential 
equation. 
 Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) is an extension of the geometric Multigrid to a purely 
algebraic system of equations [Brandt et al., 1982]. Thus, AMG is grid-independent and is solely 
based on the information from the coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations in hand. In 
this thesis a Scalable Algebraic Multigrid (SAMG) was used to solve the global pressure equation. 
The software was obtained from the Fraunhofer-Institute for Algorithms and Scientific 
Computing in Germany. 
  
Figure B.1. The Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized algorithm [Saad, 1996] 
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Figure B.2. The Generalized Minimum Residual algorithm [Saad, 1996] 
  
Figure B.3. The Geometric Multigrid (GMG) algorithm [Borzi, 2006] 
  
